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General introduction 

Hepatitis A virus 
Acute hepatitis A is a self-limiting liver disease, caused by the Hepatitis A virus 
(HAV). This virus is spread by the faecal-oral route, mainly through person-to-
person contact, which includes sexual contact among men who have sex with 
men (MSM). Hepatitis A infection can also be acquired by ingestion of 
contaminated food or water1-8. Especially raw or undercooked shellfish, such as 
clams, oysters, and mussels5,9,10 have been reported as the sources of food-
related HAV outbreaks. Transmission by contaminated blood products have 
also been reported11-15. 
HAV is a sturdy pathogen, which can survive for many months in fresh and 
saltwater. The virus is also resistent to heat (56˚C for 30 min), drying, and acid 
(pH=3: stable for three hours). HAV is inactivated by heating food or water at 
100˚C for five minutes and surfaces can be disinfected with a 1:100 dilution of 
hypochlorite. 

Pathogenesis 
After ingestion, the virus is transported through the stomach to the small 
intestine, where it crosses the intestinal epithelium into the blood. Via the 
blood, HAV is transported to the liver, where virus replication takes place16,17. 
HAV is then excreted in the bile, and from there shed into faeces. Virus 
shedding starts approximately 10 days before symptoms appear, or antibody 
can be detected.  
Clinical symptoms start abruptly, 15-50 days after infection. At first, the patient 
has non-specific symptoms and feels ill, nauseous, fatigued, has a low-grade 
fever of 38-39˚C, and abdominal pain. About 28-59 days after infection, the 
patient has diarrhoea, dark urine, discoloured faeces, and becomes jaundiced. 
Disease in children is usually milder or absent. In children <6 years of age, 
70% of infections are asymptomatic; If illness does occur, it is usually without 
jaundice. Among older children and adults, infection is usually symptomatic, 
with jaundice occurring in 70% of patients. Symptoms usually last up to 2 
months, although prolonged or relapsing disease has been detected among 
10-15% of patients18. 
The main complication of HAV infection is fulminant hepatitis, or acute liver 
failure with encephalopathy. The case fatality rate is low (0.3%), and fulminant 
hepatitis occurs in less than 1% of HAV cases18,19. Adults, especially those 
older than 40 years, are more frequently affected than children. 
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Laboratory diagnosis 
Hepatitis A is not distinguishable from other types of viral hepatitis on the basis 
of clinical symptoms alone. Serological tests for the presence of 
immunoglobulin M antibodies to HAV (IgM anti-HAV) are necessary to confirm 
acute hepatitis A infection. IgM anti-HAV is detectable 5-10 days before 
disease onset up to 6 months after infection18. Immunoglobulin G anti-HAV 
(IgG anti-HAV) appears delayed, after IgM and remains detectable for the 
person’s lifetime, conferring life-long immunity against HAV.  
HAV RNA can be detected in blood and stool with nucleotide amplification 
techniques such as Reverse transcriptase amplification (RT-PCR). RT-PCR, 
combined with nucleotide sequencing is used to determine the relatedness of 
virus isolates. However, these molecular techniques are available at only a 
limited number of research laboratories and are not used for diagnostic 
purposes. 

Prevention 
Spread of hepatitis A can be prevented by good personal hygiene, such as 
washing hands with soap after each bathroom visit, and before preparing 
meals. While visiting HAV endemic countries, personal hygiene is especially 
important: One should refrain from eating salads, shellfish and unwashed fruit. 
Also, drinking fruit juices and unboiled water is not advised.   
More specific preventive measures are passive and active immunoprophylaxis. 
Passive immunoprophylaxis is accomplished by administering Immunoglobulin 
(IG). This is a sterile preparation of concentrated  antibodies or immuno-
globulins made from pooled human sera18. IG provides immediate, but 
temporary protection against HAV infection. When administered as a pre-
exposure prophylaxis, IG confers protection for 6 weeks when an IG product 
containing at least 100 IU anti-HAV antibodies/ml is administered at a dose of 
0.03 ml/kg. When administered within two weeks after HAV exposure, IG 
attenuates the clinical symptoms and effectively reduces further HAV 
transmission20. 
A better alternative for pre-exposure prophylaxis is active vaccination with 
formalin-inactivated virus, which protects against all HAV genotypes. The 
licensed inactivated HAV vaccines are highly immunogenic and protect against 
infection and disease for more than 20 years18,21. In The Netherlands, 
inactivated vaccine is currently licensed. The licensed brands are HAVRIX® 
(Glaxo Smithkline Beecham), AVAXIM® (Pasteur Merieux) and EPAXAL® 
(Apothecon) (www.lcr.nl). Inactivated vaccine is prepared from cell-culture 
adapted virus. The virus is purified from cell lysates, inactivated with formalin, 
and adsorbed to aluminium hydroxide adjuvant. Two injections of the vaccine 
should be administered intramuscularly according to a 6-12 months schedule. 
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In 43% of vaccinees, IgM anti-HAV has been detected one month after the first 
dose22, whereas patients with acute hepatitis A are IgM anti-HAV positive for 
up to 6 months after infection23.  
Reduced immunogenicity of HAV vaccine has been observed in HIV infected 
persons with a CD4 count of 280/µl or less24-26, in organ transplant recipients27, 
and in infants who passively acquired antibodies from the mother28,29. 
Combined HAV/hepatitis B virus (HBV) vaccines are also available. For 
example, TWINRIX® (Glaxo Smithkline Beecham), which contains inactivated 
HAV and recombinant HBV. Three injections are administered according to a 
schedule of 0-1-6 months.  
Because of the low replication efficiency of HAV in cell culture, inactivated 
vaccine is expensive to produce. To reduce costs, live attenuated hepatitis A 
vaccines have been developed from the strains HM175 in the USA and H2 in 
China30,31. A live vaccine could be administered orally30,32, and might be 
immunogenic after a single dose33. Thus, multiple injections administered by 
specialized personnel would not be necessary, and the vaccine would be 
affordable for developing countries, especially countries with shifting HAV 
epidemiology. At the moment, live vaccine is only used in China34. It is only 
protective when administered intramuscularly30,32, and although General mean 
titres (GMT) of HAV anti-bodies were lower compared to the GMT after 
vaccination with inactivated virus, these were still protective32. 

World-wide epidemiology 
World-wide, regions with high, intermediate and low HAV endemicity can be 
discerned based on the age-specific prevalence of anti-HAV antibodies. The 
highest infection rates are found in Africa, South and Southeast Asia, the 
Middle East, the Caribbean, and Central and South America. The countries in 
these high endemic regions are developing countries with low hygienic 
conditions. Most infections are mild or asymptomatic, because the majority of 
infections occur in childhood. By the age of five, all children have antibodies to 
HAV.  
In regions with intermediate endemicity (Soviet Union, Eastern and Southern 
Europe), infection occurs at an older age, and children, adolescents and young 
adults are affected. Because HAV disease severity is related to age, more 
people show symptoms, and become jaundiced, and HAV outbreaks occur 
regularly. 
In regions with low endemicity, the majority of the population is susceptible to 
HAV (Western Europe, North America, Australia, Japan)18. In these regions, 
hepatitis A is mainly found among travellers, MSM and injecting drug users. 
Other groups at increased risk of contracting the disease are medical 
personnel working in paediatric institutions, staff of medical labs who analyse 
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stool samples, caregivers in day-care centers and nursery schools, sewer and 
sewage purification plant workers.  
Concurrent with improved economy and living conditions, a shift in HAV 
epidemiology towards intermediate endemicity has been reported in several 
countries in high endemic areas. China, and countries in Central and Southeast 
Asia, the Middle East, and South America have reported a decrease in age-
specific HAV seroprevalence35-37. As a consequence, the disease burden and 
the potential for large outbreaks in these areas are increased; especially since 
within countries high endemic regions still exist next to areas with transitional 
epidemiology35,36,38. For example, in 1988 a large outbreak occurred in 
Shanghai, which affected 300,000 people9. Such large outbreaks underline that 
a vaccination strategy should be considered in these transitional areas. 
Disease burden and cost-effectiveness should be taken into account and 
compared to other public health priorities. 
 
 

Endemicity patternsa of hepatitis A virus infection worldwideb

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a Low, intermediate, and high; b this map generalizes currently available data, and 
patterns might vary within countries. 

 

HAV biology 
HAV belongs to the family of Picornaviridae, and is the only species in the 
genus Hepatovirus. It is a small, non-enveloped, single-stranded RNA virus of 
~7,500 nucleotides which replicates in hepatocytes. There is only one 
serotype, and a high degree of antigenic conservation among human HAV 
strains. There is one open reading frame with three functional regions, named 
P1, P2 and P339. The 5’ untranslated region contains a secondary structure 
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necessary for translation initiation; the P1 region encodes the capsid proteins 
VP1, VP2, VP3 and a VP4 protein, which is only detected in immature viral 
particles; the P2 and P3 regions encode the non-structural proteins, 2A-2C and 
3A-3D, necessary for virus replication. 
 
 

5' UTR VP4 VP2 VP3 VP1 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 3D 3' UTR5' UTR VP4 VP2 VP3 VP1 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 3D 3' UTR5' UTR5' UTR5' UTR VP4VP4VP4 VP2VP2VP2 VP3VP3VP3 VP1VP1VP1 2A2A2A 2B2B2B 2C2C2C 3A3A3A 3B3B3B 3C3C3C 3D3D3D 3' UTR3' UTR3' UTR

P1 P3
P2

Hepatitis A virus genome organization

5' UTR VP4 VP2 VP3 VP1 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 3D 3' UTR5' UTR5' UTR5' UTR VP4VP4VP4 VP2VP2VP2 VP3VP3VP3 VP1VP1VP1 2A2A2A 2B2B2B 2C2C2C 3A3A3A 3B3B3B 3C3C3C 3D3D3D 3' UTR3' UTR3' UTR5' UTR5' UTR5' UTR VP4VP4VP4 VP2VP2VP2 VP3VP3VP3 VP1VP1VP1 2A2A2A 2B2B2B 2C2C2C 3A3A3A 3B3B3B 3C3C3C 3D3D3D 3' UTR3' UTR3' UTR5' UTR5' UTR5' UTR5' UTR VP4VP4VP4VP4 VP2VP2VP2VP2 VP3VP3VP3VP3 VP1VP1VP1VP1 2A2A2A2A 2B2B2B2B 2C2C2C2C 3A3A3A3A 3B3B3B3B 3C3C3C3C 3D3D3D3D 3' UTR3' UTR3' UTR3' UTR

P1 P3
P2

3' UTR3' UTR

P1 P3
P2

Hepatitis A virus genome organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5’ UTR: 5’ untranslated region; 3’ UTR: 3’ untranslated region. 
The open reading frame consists of the regions P1, P2, and P3. P1 encodes 
the capsid proteins VP1-VP4; Regions P2 and P3 encode the non-structural 
proteins 2A-2C and 3A-3D. 

 

Recent advances in molecular methods have allowed genetic differentiation of 
HAV strains40. In 1992, seven HAV genotypes were discerned on the basis of a 
pair-wise comparison of 168 bases at the VP1-P2a region from wild-type and 
cell culture-adapted HAV strains. Based on criteria applied to the comparison 
of poliovirus sequences, a HAV genotype was defined as a group of viruses 
having at least 85% nucleotide identity. Viruses from genotypes 1, 2, 3 and 7 
were recovered from humans. The majority of human viruses belonged to 
genotypes 1 and 3. These were subdivided into sub-genotypes A and B. Virus 
strains belonging to the same sub-genotype had at least 92.5% nucleotide 
identity. Viruses from the three other genotypes (4, 5, 6) were only isolated 
from Old World Monkeys40,41. 
In 2004, analyses of the complete genomes of the single representatives of 
human genotypes 2 (CF53/Berne) and 7 (SLF88) showed that these were 
actually sub-genotypes of genotype 242,43. These results were corroborated 
when pair-wise comparison of the complete VP1 sequences of 86 strains 
showed that there are six HAV genotypes: Three human and two simian 
genotypes42. 

HAV in The Netherlands 
In The Netherlands, as in other low endemic countries, HAV is considered an 
import disease, which mainly affects certain risk groups: travellers to HAV 
endemic countries, and men who have sex with men. In 1952, 45/100,000 
persons were reported with acute hepatitis per year. This has declined to 
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2/100,000 persons with hepatitis A in 200244. The reported incidence of 1952 
may include patients infected with hepatitis B virus (HBV), because it was not 
until 1977 that an IgM anti-hepatitis A antibody system was established45. 
Hepatitis A has been a notifiable disease since 1951. Nowadays, all patients 
showing clinical signs of hepatitis A in combination with laboratory-confirmed 
presence of IgM anti-HAV must be reported to the local public health service by 
the treating physician. As part of the active surveillance program, reported 
index cases are offered hygienic advice and are questioned about possible risk 
situations that occurred up to six weeks prior to the first day of illness. Also, 
susceptible contacts are traced and are subsequently offered hygienic advice 
with passive and/or active immunisation.  
Annual HAV incidence shows a seasonal pattern, with peak incidence after the 
summer holidays in August and September. About one third of cases were 
reported in one of the four main cities of the Netherlands (Amsterdam, Utrecht, 
Rotterdam, Den Haag)46. In August, the reported cases are children who had 
travelled to their country of origin, where HAV is endemic, shortly before falling 
ill. These are mainly children of Moroccan and Turkish descent. In September, 
children with the same ethnic background were reported, who had not 
travelled. In October to December, children and adults mainly from Dutch origin 
were affected, who had not travelled outside The Netherlands46. After this 
period, mainly adults are reported who were infected in the Netherlands, but 
with no known risk44.  
Besides the annual seasonal peaks caused by import of HAV from endemic 
countries, there are reports of hepatitis A among MSM all year round.  In 2001, 
there was a peak in HAV reports by MSM from Amsterdam and Rotterdam44. 
Peak incidences among adult men infected in The Netherlands were also 
reported in 1995 and 1998. These may have also been related to MSM, and 
thus may indicate a three-year cycle of HAV outbreaks among MSM.  
Although drug users are considered to be at increased risk for HAV infection18, 
almost no cases were reported among drug users (DU) since the HAV 
outbreak of 199347. From 1994 to 2004, only 16 cases were reported among 
DU in The Netherlands47.  
In contrast to other countries1,2,9,10, food and water related HAV infections are 
also seldomly reported in The Netherlands: Only 0-2% per year since 199944. 

This thesis 

For this thesis, a national HAV-typing study was set up, which lasted from 1 
August 2001 to 31 December 2004. Epidemiological data from reported HAV 
IgM positive patients were combined with molecular techniques to investigate 
whether the conclusions of the Dutch HAV epidemiology studies could be 
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corroborated by HAV genotyping. In addition, we investigated which HAV 
genotypes circulate in The Netherlands, which groups are at increased risk for 
HAV infection, and by which routes the virus is transmitted. Furthermore, we 
were interested in determining the duration of faecal HAV excretion, and 
possible relations between genotype and disease severity.  
Eight Public Health Services (HS) participated in the study: HS Amsterdam; HS 
Hart voor Brabant; HS South Limburg; HS Groningen; HS South Holland North 
(Leiden); HS South Holland South (Dordrecht); HS Nijmegen, and HS 
Rotterdam. 
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Abstract 

A viral sequencing study was performed on samples representing all reported primary cases of 
acute hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection reported over two years in Amsterdam. Two regions of HAV 
RNA were amplified and sequenced and used for phylogenetic analysis. Of 156 cases, strains of 
104 isolates (66%) clustered into three genotypes: 1A, 1B and 3. Two separate transmission circles 
occurred, without mutual interrelation. In genotype 1A, four clusters were related to men having sex 
with men, the fifth related to a virus imported from Morocco. In genotype 1B, six small clusters were 
directly related to the Moroccan import. In genotype 3, import cases were related to Pakistan. Our 
analysis indicates that, to stop HAV transmission in Amsterdam, the entire homosexual population 
should be vaccinated, as well as travellers to HAV-endemic countries, especially children. 
Prevention strategies need not to include vaccination of all children living in Amsterdam. 
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Introduction 

In most of the world hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection is known as an innocent, 
often asymptomatic childhood disease. In the rich industrialized world, 
however, with decreased crowding and increased hygiene and public health 
interventions, HAV infection occurs at a later age, with increased morbidity and 
mortality over the age of 40 years1,2. In the Netherlands, where symptomatic 
HAV cases are notifiable, the incidence of reported cases has varied in the last 
decade from 4.1 to 7.9/100,0003. The incidence of reported cases in 
Amsterdam was 23.1/100,000 from 1991-2000, with lower incidence in the last 
four years4,5. Amsterdam is assumed to have approximately 735,000 
inhabitants, of whom 37% originate from developing countries where HAV is 
endemic. Enhanced surveillance, in the four largest cities of the country, 
suggests that children of this subpopulation import HAV on return from travel to 
the country of origin, causing secondary transmission within their family, 
schools or daycare centers6. Susceptible household members of notified cases 
are immunized with immunoglobulin. If a cluster of cases points to transmission 
in a school or daycare center, immunoglobulin is administered to susceptible 
group- or classmates and sometimes to their relatives. We started annual 
hepatitis A vaccination programs in 1998, for children visiting their country of 
parental origin, but achieved vaccination coverage of less than 50% for children 
under 16 years of age7. Also, school-related clusters continued to occur4,5. 
Since vaccine costs seem to argue against universal childhood vaccination in 
the Netherlands8, we sought a targeted approach, by investigating the 
molecular epidemiology of HAV in Amsterdam. We isolated and sequenced 
HAV RNA from stool samples in a pilot study of 33 acute index cases in 1997 
and 1998, finding two distinct subtypes: genotype 1B introduced by children 
from Morocco and genotype 1A endemic among homosexual men9. Now, 
based on all incident reported cases in a two-year period, we present a 
complete picture of the molecular epidemiology of HAV in Amsterdam. Our 
findings are important for policy decisions regarding the most effective HAV 
prevention strategy. 

Participants and methods 

Participants  
From August 1, 2000 to August 30, 2002, 156 index patients with community-
acquired acute symptomatic HAV infection were notified to the Municipal 
Health Service (MHS), Amsterdam. An additional 26 individuals, with 
serologically confirmed acute infection, were traced as contacts. Reporting 
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criteria are clinical signs and symptoms with laboratory confirmation of acute 
infection as measured by the presence of type M immune globulin antibodies to 
HAV (antiHAV-IgM). Reported patients are typically approached with active 
surveillance including source- and contact-tracing, passive immunization of 
susceptible contacts at risk, and hygienic advice. Information is collected on 
possible risk factors during the two to six weeks preceding disease onset. For 
our study individuals were classified with an hierarchical algorithm as to 
probable mode of transmission. The first group are individuals returning from 
HAV-endemic countries (IMP), two to six weeks prior to disease onset. Second 
are people with a confirmed hepatitis A patient in the household or family 
(FAM). Third are children having a school contact with a confirmed case (SCH). 
Fourth are men having sex with men (MSM) visiting “darkrooms” or other 
venues for anonymous sex. Fifth are drug users, of whom drug type, frequency 
and route of administration is registered. The sixth group includes patients for 
whom none of these risks are identified and transmission is classified as 
"unknown" (UNK). Besides transmission risk factors, we recorded data for each 
case including age, gender, country of origin, food history (especially regarding 
fresh berries, shellfish, and possibly contaminated water sources) and  the 
identified source person if any. With informed consent of reported patients and 
26 contacts, we tried to retrieve serum and/or plasma samples from the 
diagnosing laboratory. Subjects were asked to send stool samples to our 
laboratory. 

Isolation, amplification, and sequencing 

RNA Isolation 

Serum and plasma samples were aliquoted in 1.7 ml vials, and stool samples 
were aliquoted as a 10 to 20% suspension in phosphate buffered saline. All 
samples were stored at minus 80°C until isolation of RNA was performed, 
using TriPure Isolation Reagent (Roche), according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol. Isolated RNA was resuspended in 50 µl Tris HCl (10mM, pH 8.0) and 
stored at -80°C. As a control for the RNA isolation and the subsequent nested 
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), one sample was 
spiked with 5 µl of a HAV-positive culture supernatant (HAV cyt HB1.1)10 and 
processed in parallel with the studied serum, plasma and stool samples. 

Oligonucleotide primers 

Random hexamer primers were used for reverse transcription (RT). PCR 
primers targeting the VP1-P2a region and the more variable VP3-VP1 region of 
the HAV genome were derived and modified from published sequences (Table 
2.1)9,11-13. The second-round PCR was performed with primers located internal 
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to the first round PCR primers. All primers were synthesized by Life 
Technologies (Gibco BRL, the Netherlands). 
 
Table 2.1 Primer sequences and locations in the HAV genomic regions VP1-P2a and VP3-VP1. 

Region, primer Sequence 5’-3’ Nucl. nr.14 Size, bp 

VP1-P2a 
   1st round PCR 
      BR-513 sense 
      BR-913 antisense 

 
 
TTG TCT GTC ACW GAA CAR TCW Ga

AGT CAC WCC TCT CCA RGA AAA YTTa

 
 

2950-2972 
3310-3286 

 
 

360 

   2nd round PCR 
      RJ-311 sense 
      BR-7 antisense 

 
TCC YAG AGC WCC WTT RAAa

ACT TCA TTT GAC AAC TCT TCC TGA 

 
2984-3002 
3179-3202 

 
218 

VP3-VP1 
   1st round PCR 
      VP1-49 sense 
      VP1-6 antisense 

 
 
YGT TGC TTC YCA TGT YAG AGTa

CAT ATG ATC TGA TGT ATG TCT 

 
 

2115-2135 
2436-2456 

 
 

341 

   2nd round PCR 
      VP1-212 sense 
      VP1-112antisense 

 
GTT TTG CTC CTC TTT ATC ATG CTA TG 
GGA AAT GTC TCA GGT ACT TTC TTT G 

 
2168-2194 
2390-2415 

 
247 

a R=A+G; W=A+T; Y=C+T 
Coded primer sequences were derived and modified from published articles as indicated in the list 
of references. The nested PCR primers were also used for sequencing analysis. 

HAV RNA amplification 

Nested RT-PCR was performed in a PTC-200 DNA Engine Thermal Cycler (MJ 
Research Inc., through BiozymTC BV, Landgraaf, the Netherlands) as 
described previously9. Sequencing was performed directly on the second round 
PCR products using the second-round primers and Big Dye Terminator 
chemistry v2.0 and v3.0 (PE Biosystems, Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel, the 
Netherlands). 

Sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 

Sequencing products were analysed on an ABI 310 automated sequencer (PE 
Biosystems, Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel, the Netherlands) and aligned with the 
BioEdit Sequence alignment Editor computer program15. Aligned sequences 
were then used to generate a phylogenetic tree using Molecular Evolutionary 
Genetics Analysis (MEGA) computer software version 2.116. The tree was 
constructed using neighbor joining and Kimura-2 parameter models, and 
reproducibility was tested performing 1,000 bootstraps. 

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers 

The nucleotide sequence data reported in this paper have been deposited in 
the GenBank sequence database under accession numbers AY343685-
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AY343785, AY101267-AY101271, AY343786-AY343888, and AY101276-
AY101280. The reference types used were obtained from GenBank 
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov): genotype 1A (Accession no.: X75214; AB020564), 
genotype 1B (Accession no.: M59808; M20273), genotype 3A (Accession 
no.:M66695). 

Statistical analysis 
Where appropriate, Chi-square test was used, to compare characteristics 
between groups. To calculate risk factors for non-availability of HAV-RNA 
sequences, SPSS logistic regression was used to obtain univariate and 
multivariate odd’s ratio’s (ORs), and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). In 
multivariate modeling, all relevant factors were included. 

Results 

Participants 
Of 156 reported hepatitis A index cases 120 were male (77%), and 73 were of 
non-Dutch origin (47%). Index cases had a mean age of 24.6 years (range 
1-69 years). Of these, 61 were MSM having a mean age of 38.0 years (range 
20-63 years). No drug use was reported. Five individuals were hospitalised 
(one to ten days). The percentage of jaundice was lower in children under the 
age of ten years (37/44, 84%) and higher in adults over 40 years of age (27/28, 
96%). Of 110/156 index patients and 14/26 contact cases, at least one sample 
type was obtained (serum, plasma or faeces, or a combination of samples). 
HAV RNA was sequenced from 14 contact samples, but these were not 
included in the analysis. In 10 contact cases, HAV RNA was sequenced both in 
index and contacts. Nine sequence pairs showed homology, but in the tenth, 
we identified a minor difference in the VP1-P2a region. Of four contacts, the 
index was not participating. Based on the homology in nine of ten index/contact 
pairs, we assumed the HAV RNA of these four contacts without index, to be 
identical to the non-participating index and added the samples into the index 
group. We thus analysed 114/156 samples (73%). Index cases with available 
sequence represented in the phylogenetic tree in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b, were 
78% male, 47% of non Dutch origin. Table 2.2 lists the age specifications per 
risk group of these participants. 
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Table 2.2 Availability of sequences of reported cases with acute hepatitis A in Amsterdam, 
according to source of transmission, with respective average age and age distribution 
of the separate transmission groups. 

Probable Source of 
infection 

Number 
index cases

Number and (%) of 
sequences available in 

VP1-P2a region 

Age 
(average)

 
(range)

 
(standard 
deviation) 

Import   48  29 (60)  12  1-38  11.7 
Family  9  8 (89)  24  7-42  17.3 
School   9  8 (89)  8  6-10   1.4 
MSM activity   61  42 (69)  40  27-63   8.4 
Unknown   29  17 (52)  22  4-36  12.8 
Total number   156  104 (67)  25  1-63  17 

 

Isolation and sequencing analysis 
In 104/114 samples (91%) HAV RNA could be isolated and sequenced for the 
more conserved VP1-P2a region. The percentage was 94 (65/69) for 
individuals with two sample types, and 84 (45/52) for individuals with one 
sample type. For the more variable VP3-VP1 region, sequence could not be 
determined for 8 individuals (positivity rate 93%). Table 2.2 shows the probable 
transmission source for 156 reported cases related to the availability of a 
sequence in the VP1-P2a region. Availability was not biased towards gender 
(p>0.4) country of origin (p>0.8), source of transmission (p>0.25), or study 
period (p>0.5). A sequence was available in a lower percentage of adults 20 to 
29 years (4/14, 29%), but this was not statistically significant (p=0.05). In a 
logistic regression model, including all above variables, availability of 
sequences was statistically not related to any of these variables. For both 
regions HAV RNA sequencing results were identical when derived from 
different samples (faeces or blood) from the same individual. 

Molecular epidemiology 
HAV sequences from the VP1-P2a region are displayed in a phylogenetic tree 
constructed by the neighbor-joining method (Figure 2.1a and 2.1b), which 
includes reference sequences for the distinct genotypes. Overall, strains 
clustered in three genotypes: 1A, 1B, and 3. The phylogenetic tree based on 
sequences of the VP3-VP1 region is shown in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. The 
sequences from the less conserved VP3-VP1 region showed a pattern of 
clustering similar to that of the VP1-P2a region, but, as expected, with more 
variability. Figures 2.3a, 2.3b, 2.3c respectively show subsets of sequences in 
genotype 1A, 1B and genotype 3 of the VP1-P2a tree. Each sequence is 
designated by calendar year and week of disease onset, followed by source of 
transmission (imported IMP; family/household FAM; school SCH; visiting 
darkrooms MSM; unknown UNK).  
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Figure 2.1a See legends Figure 2.1b. 
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Figure 2.1b Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the nucleotide sequences in the VP1-P2a 

region of isolates of 104 acute hepatitis A cases from individuals in Amsterdam. The 
tree includes reference viruses GBM and AH-1 in genotype 1A, HM175 in genotype 
1B, and GA76 in genotype 3A. Sample numbers show successive entry number and 
origin. The two-digit numbers in the figure represent the bootstrap values obtained 
by generating 1000 trees. Only bootstrap values of 70 and higher are shown. The 
samples are numbered in order of arrival in the laboratory. MSM1, a cluster of 10 
isolates with 100% similarity; MSM2, a cluster of 33 isolates with 100% similarity; 
SCH1, a cluster related to a primary school of six isolates with 100% similarity; 
SCH2, a cluster related to a primary school, of four identical strains; SCH3, a cluster 
related to a primary school, of five identical strains. 
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Figure 2.2a See legend Figure 2.2b. 
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Figure 2.2b Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the nucleotide sequences in the VP3-VP1 

region of the same isolates as in Figure 2.1a and 2.1b, including the same reference 
viruses, with similar representation of bootstrap values. 
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Figure 2.3a Subset of genotype 1A from the neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the nucleotide 

sequences in the VP1-P2a region of Figure 2.1a. The sample numbers indicate the 
year and week of disease onset and probable source of transmission: IMP: returning 
from areas of high/medium HAV endemicity in the six weeks preceding disease 
onset; FAM: family or household contact of hepatitis A case; SCH: school-related, 
i.e., acute hepatitis A in children from the same classroom or using the same toilet 
facilities in school; MSM: high-risk homosexual behaviour in the six weeks preceding 
illness (predominantly high-risk sexual techniques during visits in darkrooms); UNK: 
unknown source of transmission. In clusters of 100% similarity, isolates are 
represented in chronological order. ~ Isolates from MSM not engaging in high-risk 
behaviour; #  isolates from non-MSM, with strains in MSM clusters. 
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Figure 2.3b Subset of genotype 1B from the neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the nucleotide 

sequences in the VP1-P2a region of Figure 2.1b. The sample numbers indicate the 
year and week of disease onset and probable source of transmission (as in 2.3a).  

 * isolates of contact cases with strains that did not have 100% similarity; + isolates 
with possible epidemiological relation, confirmed by molecular virology of isolates. 
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Figure 2.3c Subset of genotype 3 from the neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the nucleotide 

sequences in the VP1-P2a region of Figure 2.1b. The sample numbers indicate the 
year and week of disease onset and probable source of transmission (as in 2.3a). 

 
 
Genotype 1A 
Genotype 1A contains a cluster (MSM1 at bottom of Figure 2.3a) consisting of 
10 isolates from Amsterdam. Detected from the start of sample collection, in 
week 31 in 2000, through week 12 in 2001, all were derived from MSM: 9 with 
high-risk homosexual contacts and one classified import (IMP), as he returned 
from a one month travel to Australia, with disease onset the day before return.  
The cluster SCH1 (Figure 2.3a), consists of a case in a Moroccan child 
reported with onset in week 37 in 2000. A similar strain was isolated in an 
epidemiological cluster that occurred 15 months later, consisting of several 
distinct household contacts (FAM) related to a primary school.  
The largest cluster in genotype 1A, (MSM2) consists of 33 isolates, and covers 
53 weeks, January 2001 through January 2002. In 31/33 cases the patient 
reported homosexual contact, of whom 28 high-risk behaviour in darkrooms. 
Three homosexual men were differently classified (“~” in Figure 2.3a): one 
import (IMP), who travelled 10 days in the Republic of South Africa, three 
weeks preceding his illness; one partner (FAM) of a HAV patient, living outside 
Amsterdam (not reported); one unknown (UNK), as he reported no high-risk 
behaviour, but only kissing with men. Of the two non-MSM in this cluster (“#” in 
Figure 2.3a), one travelled with his family to Spain, was classified UNK as he 
reported no specific risks for hepatitis A; the second was UNK, although 
transmission from a homosexual HAV patient at the workplace was speculated 
(patient living outside of Amsterdam, not included in this study). Isolated IMP 
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strains in genotype 1A, were virus from various parts of the world (as indicated 
in Figures 2.3a). 

Genotype 1B 
In Figure 2.3b, the sequences of genotype 1B show more variation, four 
clusters consisting of two or three identical strains and two with five and six 
identical strains. Cluster SCH3 started with IMP from Morocco, and could be 
followed in a primary and secondary school. Two cases were classified UNK, 
as transmission at secondary school was only speculated. Three cases were 
non-travelling children of Dutch origin, later followed by contact cases among 
their parents (contact data not shown). A sixth virus, on epidemiological 
grounds related to this cluster, shows a sequence with minimal nucleotide 
differences (2001WK50_SCH). A cluster of two cases (marked “+” at bottom 
Figure 2.3b) consisted of a child (IMP), and his nephew (FAM) with low-risk 
contact. In an epidemiologically defined cluster, related to a day care center, 
where the MHS intervened with immune globulin, no relation with import of 
virus was ascertained.  

Genotype 3 
While most imported cases in genotype 1 originated from Morocco, those of 
genotype 3 (Figure 2.3c) originated from Pakistan. One family contracted a 
genotype 3 strain, probably in Spain. The index case was classified IMP 
(2000WK40_IMP). In genotype 3, two isolated cases of individuals with 
unknown source were found. One was a woman, whose only possible risk was 
taking care of a baby of Ethiopian origin, without any symptomatic hepatitis A 
cases. The second was a man, living on the first floor of an apartment building, 
who repaired the leaking sewage pipe, running through his shed, six weeks 
prior to his illness. From the same apartment building, a hepatitis patient was 
reported, living on the third floor. He was a flight steward, who, due to his 
frequent absence from home, was not traced in time to consent retrieval of 
serum samples from the diagnosing laboratory. 

Discussion 

In this study we have sequenced and genotyped samples of reported index 
cases with serologically confirmed acute HAV infection during a two-year 
period in Amsterdam. Our findings support, what was suggested in our pilot 
study9, that there are two distinct high-risk groups: men having sex with men 
(MSM) and children returning from a country with high HAV endemicity (IMP) 
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and their contacts (FAM/SCH). No transmission between these high-risk 
groups was documented. Strains found among MSM, all genotype 1A, were not 
seen in school children; nor were viruses imported by children (IMP) found 
among MSM. Underreporting prohibits stronger conclusions. Especially among 
children, many infections occur without symptoms17. Also, symptomatic 
infections might go undiagnosed, and lastly, confirmed cases might go 
unreported. The Amsterdam Sentinel Project, estimated underreporting of 
hepatitis A in 1979 at 42%18. The national sentinel project found in 1994 to 
1997, underreporting more than 55% in the first two years. But in the second 
two years, however, the incidence of notifications was higher than sentinel 
estimates19. In Amsterdam, the Public Health Laboratory, also working for 
general physicians in the area, is incorporated within the Municipal Health 
Service, and directly reports positive laboratory results to the Division of Public 
Heath (DPH). Also with other Amsterdam laboratories, administrative 
arrangements are made to report positive findings directly to the DPH. The 
incidence of reported hepatitis A cases in Amsterdam exceeds the incidence of 
reported hepatitis A cases in the rest of the country annually by two to five 
times. This might partly reflect a true difference, but is attributed to better 
reporting as well. 

Men having sex with men 
During the study period, four distinct HAV strains entered the homosexual 
population. After co-circulating endemically among MSM, the virus seems to 
disappear after several months or a year, suggesting a reproductive rate just 
below 1. Through the European research network for rapid detection of food 
borne outbreaks (QLK1-1999-00594) we found that the MSM2 sequence was 
identical to strain HAV/SA/10/2000/DE at both the VP1-P2a and the VP3-VP1 
regions (Genbank: AY028976 and AY027537). It was isolated four months 
earlier in Berlin, from tourists returning from Ibiza, Spain, without specific 
information on homosexual behaviour. This throws new light on the 
interpretation of isolate “2001WK36_UNK-Spain speculated~”. Its homology 
with MSM strains suggested unreported homosexual activities in the 
Netherlands. The travel to Spain, including Barcelona, where this strain was 
also identified, could equally be the source of the infection, with or without 
homosexual risk behaviour.  
From MSM not reporting high-risk sexual behaviour, we isolated strains 
identical to the MSM strains. Our molecular data confirm the epidemiological 
findings in Columbus, Ohio, where, during an epidemic of hepatitis A among 
MSM, high-risk behaviour was no additional risk factor for infection20. Our 
findings also confirm the epidemiological suggestion of Rotterdam, where 
during an epidemic of hepatitis A among MSM, travel history was subordinate 
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to local risk behavior21. From the MSM travellers to Australia and the RSA, we 
isolated strains that were circulating in the gay scene in Amsterdam, before 
and after their travel. Two transmissions were speculated to originate from the 
workplace, where in both instances a homosexual colleague with hepatitis A 
was speculated as possible source. Molecular data confirmed an MSM 
connection. 

Travelling children  
This study shows that, over a two-year period, multiple distinct HAV strains are 
introduced through children returning from visits to their country of parental 
origin. Such children transmit the virus to siblings, to Dutch schoolmates and 
their susceptible Dutch parents. There were 24 new viral introductions by 
children, and  three school clusters, but no ongoing transmission for any of 
these strains. The control policy (active source and contact tracing, with 
immunization of possibly exposed contacts), seems to keep the HAV 
reproductive rate close to 1. In genotype 1A, a child with HAV infection of 
unknown source (2001WK50_UNK), was index for a cluster related to a 
primary school (SCH1, Figure 2.3a). A highly similar strain was isolated the 
previous year. This strain might have been reintroduced from the same origin in 
Morocco, as we saw in a cluster in genotype 1B. Genotyping strains from 
children returning from Morocco in other areas of the Netherlands, showed 
homology with several of our isolated strains (data not presented). We 
conclude that regional strains circulate in Morocco and are exported regularly 
to various parts of our country, and presumably other countries in Europe.  
The first import case in genotype 3 (2000WK40_IMP),  returned from a family 
holiday in Spain six weeks prior to illness. The isolated strain suggests a 
possible relation with Pakistan. The children attend a secondary school, 
attended also by Pakistani children, but no symptomatic case was reported 
from this school.  

Drug users 
Contrary to other areas of the world22-24, we did not find hepatitis A among drug 
users. In Amsterdam, hepatitis A was reported in drug users annually up to 
1995, but since that year hepatitis A is not confirmed in drug users in 
Amsterdam, while jaundiced drug users are still referred to our laboratory or 
Department of Public Health. In recent years hepatitis B, C, occasionally 
hepatitis E related to travel, and EBV infections are confirmed. 
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Vaccination policy 
With this study we present strong arguments for two distinct active 
immunization policies: for MSM and for children who import HAV strains. 
Regarding the first, the HAV disease burden increases with age25,26. The 
average age of reported cases was 24.6 years, but was 38 years for MSM. 
Universal vaccination is economically justifiable in areas of intermediate 
endemicity27, but the Netherlands overall has low endemicity. Nationwide 
vaccination is thus infeasible on economic grounds28, even if justifiable on 
medical grounds. Without such vaccination as primary prevention, active 
source and contact tracing is the cornerstone in HAV control. This is adequate 
intervention for the general population but not for MSM, since in our setting 
sexual transmission occurs mostly in anonymous settings like darkrooms. Our 
study shows continued transmission of a single HAV strain among MSM, 
including MSM not engaging in high-risk behaviour, but with virtually no spread 
outside this group. We conclude that all homosexual men in Amsterdam should 
be vaccinated against hepatitis A. Since the nationwide vaccination program for 
groups at high risk for hepatitis B includes MSM29, we advise to use a 
combined HBV and HAV vaccine30. Data from our study show a HAV 
reproductive rate just below 1, and suggest elimination of HAV in this group is 
easy to achieve with only a modest increase in protection rate.  
To stop HAV transmission by children who import strains, we advise 
vaccination before departure for all children going to HAV-endemic areas. Our 
study shows that current prevention based on voluntary vaccination of children, 
with coverage below 50%, does not stop introduction of HAV in Amsterdam. 
The existing secondary prevention strategy, consisting of active tracing and 
immunizing of contacts, prevents further spread of the virus, but occasional 
clusters, without symptomatic index continue to occur. In the Netherlands, 
starting in 2003, all children with one or two parents born in countries of 
medium or high HBV endemicity, will receive HBV vaccination in the first year 
of life. This policy includes children originating from Morocco and Pakistan, the 
countries that were a major source of hepatitis A in Amsterdam. Adding 
hepatitis A to this program, as a combined hepatitis B and A vaccine31, would 
prevent 17/29 (59%) primary HAV import cases during our study period. The 
percentage secondary cases that might be prevented, can only be speculated. 
Our data suggest that two of three school clusters were directly related to 
import from Morocco, as well as several secondary transmissions to household 
contacts (data not shown). In five Amsterdam cases of unknown transmission, 
molecular data suggests association with HAV import. The proposed targeted 
childhood vaccination program, will also reduce cases now classified as 
unknown. Based on our study, a vaccination program for all children living in 
Amsterdam is not required.  
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Virological typing for public health 
The VP3-VP1 and the VP1-P2a regions show similar patterns of clustering 
(Figure 2.1, 2.2), but VP3-VP1 shows more variability. The latter can be 
explained by changes over time due to one or two nucleotide differences 
(cluster MSM2). The similarity shows that both regions can be used for public 
health purposes. The more variable region, however, might invoke 
uncertainties in confirming transmission routes, since natural changes over 
time can obscure existing true relations. This study further shows that for 
clarification of transmission patterns of a direct faeco-orally transmitted 
pathogen, molecular typing can supplement epidemiological information, as 
with sexually transmitted hepatitis B22 and airborne transmitted tuberculosis32. 
With the present data set, molecular typing could not reveal the transmission 
route in all cases. Structural collection of strains might further reveal relations 
that now remain obscure. The European research network for rapid detection 
of food borne outbreaks is effectively contributing to such data collection. 
Molecular data have added value in outbreak investigation, either in confirming 
suspected relations13,33-39, or, reversibly, in ascertaining, in retrospect, that 
several different strains were involved in epidemiologically uniform outbreaks40-

43.  
However, the major achievement of this study lies in its decisive arguments for 
targeted vaccination policy. Sound epidemiological studies have assisted in 
developing differentiated vaccination policies44,45. Especially in areas of 
intermediate HAV endemicity, universal childhood vaccination is warranted. A 
targeted approach reduces costs, but introduces uncertainties in overall 
protective efficacy. As the molecular data failed to associate isolates for only 
seven cases of unknown transmission, we conclude that, in the Netherlands, 
an area of low endemicity, the addition of the two proposed targeted 
vaccination strategies could optimally prevent more than 90% of new cases of 
hepatitis A. 
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Abstract 

Background 
Previous studies on the molecular epidemiology of hepatitis A virus (HAV) in Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands, show that subgenotype 1A is mainly seen among homosexual men practising 
anonymous oral-anal sex in saunas and darkrooms, while subgenotype 1B is usually detected 
among children originating from Morocco, and subgenotype 3A is mostly found among travellers to 
Pakistan. 
 
Objective 
We studied the genotype distribution in a more rural area of the Netherlands, Noord-Brabant, and 
compared it with Amsterdam. 
 
Study design 
We collected blood and faeces samples from 34 HAV IgM(+) individuals who were reported from 
August 2001-March 2003 at the Municipal Health Service (MHS) Heart for Brabant (Brabant). We 
also collected faeces samples from 9 household contacts of whom the HAV IgM status was not 
known. HAV RNA was isolated and subsequently amplified by RT-PCR at the VP1-P2a and the 
VP3-VP1 region, sequenced and analysed. 
 
Results and Conclusions 
In most cases, relations between risk groups and HAV subgenotypes in Noord-Brabant were 
similar to those in Amsterdam. Next to genotypes 1 and 3 we also detected a genotype 2/7 strain in 
a Noord-Brabant case. Also, in contrast to the Amsterdam study, sporadic transmission occurred 
among various risk groups. Children involved in a school-related outbreak were infected with 
strains identical to one that was previously isolated from a man who has sex with men (MSM). 
Also, Dutch patients having no epidemiological link with Turkish or Moroccan children harboured 
strains imported from high-endemic countries. Furthermore, we report a special case in which HAV 
may be causally involved in meningitis. The results of this study show that the molecular 
epidemiology of HAV in the Netherlands can be more complicated than previously anticipated and 
that HAV phylogenetic studies can provide important information for the design of appropriate 
public health measures. 
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Introduction 

Hepatitis A virus (HAV) is an RNA virus that is mainly transmitted faecal-orally. 
Seven HAV genotypes were discerned on the basis of the VP1-P2a region1, of 
which four are found in humans (genotypes 1, 2, 3 and 7) and 3 in simians 
(genotypes 4, 5 and 6). Genotypes 1 and 3 were subdivided in subgenotypes 
1A, 1B, 3A and 3B.  
Infected children usually show few or no symptoms, while infection in adults 
can lead to prolonged illness and hepatic failure. In developed countries, 
improved sanitation and social economic conditions have led to a fall in 
childhood HAV infection and thus to a rise among adults, who are susceptible 
to symptomatic disease with an increased chance of complications. In rare 
cases, HAV infection is followed by severe complications and can even be 
fatal. 
In previous studies by our group on the molecular epidemiology of HAV in 
Amsterdam2,3, we found that different HAV subgenotypes circulate in different 
risk groups. Subgenotype 1A was mainly detected among men who have sex 
with men (MSM), whereas subgenotype 1B was found in children who got 
infected with HAV during a vacation to their country of parental origin, usually 
Morocco or Turkey. Subgenotype 3A was detected especially in patients who 
visited Pakistan, a high-endemic area for HAV, as are Morocco and Turkey. 
To determine whether the same relation between risk groups and HAV 
subgenotypes is seen in other parts of the Netherlands, we analysed HAV 
sequences obtained from patients reported to the MHS of Noord-Brabant 
(Brabant MHS) from August 2001 to March 2003 and compared these with 
HAV strains from the Amsterdam study. Noord-Brabant is a mixed urban and 
rural area located ~100 kilometres south of Amsterdam and thus could have 
different transmission patterns. 

Materials and methods 

Participants 
In the Netherlands, hepatitis A is a notifiable disease, which means that all 
patients showing clinical signs of hepatitis A in combination with laboratory-
confirmed presence of type M immune globulin antibodies to HAV (IgM 
antiHAV) must be reported to the local MHS by the treating physician. As part 
of the active surveillance program, reported index cases are offered hygienic 
advice and are questioned about possible risk situations that occurred up to six 
weeks prior to the first day of illness. Also, susceptible contacts are traced and 
are subsequently offered hygienic advice with passive and/or active 
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immunisation. In Noord-Brabant, the regional clinical microbiological 
laboratories additionally provide data on IgM antiHAV positivity to ensure 
maximal notification. 
Brabant MHS covers a region of Noord-Brabant with approximately 1,000,000 
inhabitants of whom 7% were born in or have parents from non-western 
countries. In comparison, the Amsterdam MHS covers a population of about 
743,000 people, of whom 37% of the population originate from non-western 
countries. Non-western countries are Turkey and countries located in Africa, 
Latin America and Asia, with the exception of Indonesia and Japan as specified 
by the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics. 
From August 2001 to March 2003, 44 hepatitis A index cases were reported at 
the Brabant MHS. All were approached to participate in the study. Of the 44 
reported index cases, 34 agreed and were subsequently asked to sign an 
informed consent form and to donate, as early as possible after the start of the 
symptoms, one faeces sample and two 10 ml blood samples: one plasma 
sample (EDTA) and one serum sample for molecular biological analysis. One 
of the participants suffered from meningitis as well as HAV; thus additional 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples were examined. 
In addition, 9 close contacts (8 children and 1 adult) of index cases were 
included in the study, whether or not they had symptoms. No anti-HAV IgM test 
was done to determine if the contacts were infected; instead we performed a 
HAV PCR. These contacts were related to index cases involved in either one of 
two outbreaks that occurred in two towns in Noord-Brabant, the Town A 
outbreak (2 children) and the Town B outbreak (6 children and 1 adult). Eight of 
these 9 contacts were found to be HAV PCR positive. 
The 34 index cases and the 9 contacts were classified into 5 groups by 
transmission route. The first group consists of imported cases: Individuals who 
fell ill within six to eight weeks after returning from HAV-endemic countries. The 
second group consists of persons with a confirmed hepatitis A patient in the 
household or family. Third are those with a confirmed hepatitis A case at school 
or work. Fourth are MSM. The fifth group consists of persons for whom the risk 
factor remained unknown. Index cases are coded with the abbreviated name of 
their MHS and patient number. For example, BRAB1 is index case nr. 1 from 
Noord-Brabant. Contact cases are coded with the index case code followed by 
a, b, c or d (e.g. BRAB1a). 

Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS (v.9.0). We used the Mann-Whitney 
test to compare characteristics between HAV patients who participated in the 
study and non-participants. 
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RNA isolation 
Fresh faeces samples were aliquoted as a 10-20% suspension in phosphate 
buffered saline. The serum and plasma samples were transferred and 
aliquoted in separate 1.7 ml vials. All aliquoted samples were stored at -80ºC 
until use. TriPure Isolation Reagent (Roche, Almere, the Netherlands) was 
used to isolate viral RNA from 100 µl of either the aliquoted feces suspension, 
or the serum, or the plasma sample. This was done according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. The isolated RNA was resuspended in 50 µl Tris HCl 
(10mM, pH 8.0) and stored at -80ºC until use. We also received a CSF sample 
from a patient who suffered from both HAV and meningitis. This CSF sample 
was aliquoted in a 1.7 ml vial and used to isolate viral RNA. 
As a control for the RNA isolation and the subsequent nested reverse 
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), one sample was spiked 
with 5 µl of a HAV positive culture supernatant and processed in parallel with 
the faeces, serum and plasma samples4. 

Oligonucleotide primers 
Random hexamer primers were used for reverse transcription. PCR primers for 
nested amplification of the VP3-VP1 region and the VP1-P2a region of the HAV 
genome were used as described2,3 with the exception of the primers used to 
detect the VP1-P2a region of genotype 2/7 (Table 3.1). All primers were 
synthesised by Life Technologies (Gibco BRL, the Netherlands). 
 
Table 3.1 Genotype 2/7 primer sequences and locations at the VP1-P2a HAV genomic region. 

Region, primer Sequence 5’-3’ Nucl. nr.5 Size, bp 

VP1-P2a genotype 2/7 
   1st round PCR 
      SB-OUT-SE 
      BR-91 antisense 

 
 
TGG ATT GGT TTC TAT TCA 
AGT CAC WCC TCT CCA RGA AAA YTTa

 
 

2878-2896 
3310-3286 

 
432 

   2nd round PCR 
      RJ-36 sense 
      BR71-AS-IN 

 
TCC YAG AGC WCC WTT RAAa

GGA AGC ACT TCA TTT GAC AA 

 
2984-3002 
3189-3208 

224 

Coded primer sequences as described previously3. The nested PCR primers were also used for 
sequencing analysis. a R=A+G; W=A+T; Y=C+T.  
 

HAV RNA amplification, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 
Nested RT-PCR was performed in a PTC-200 DNA Engine Thermal Cycler 
(Biozym TC BV, Landgraaf, the Netherlands) as described previously2. 
Sequencing was performed directly on the second-round PCR products using 
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the inner primers and Big Dye Terminator chemistry v2.0 and v3.0 (PE 
Biosystems, Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel, the Netherlands). 
Sequencing analysis was done on an ABI 310 automated sequencer (PE 
Biosystems, Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel, the Netherlands). The sequences were 
aligned with the BioEdit Sequence Alignment Editor computer program7. 
Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis version 2.1 computer software8 was 
used to generate the phylogenetic tree, which was constructed based on the 
Kimura-2 parameter substitution model. Reproducibility of the tree was tested 
with 1000 bootstraps. Published reference sequences were derived from the 
GenBank website and from Robertson1. 

Results 

Participants 
From August 2001-March 2003, 44 hepatitis A index patients were reported to 
the Brabant MHS. All were approached to participate in the study. Ten patients 
(10/44) refused (median age 19.3 years; IQR: 9.9-26.1 years), of whom 5/10 
originated from high-endemic countries; 34/44 agreed to participate (median 
age 31.8 years; IQR: 14.1-41.4 years) of whom 7/34 originated from high-
endemic countries. Differences in age or origin between these 34 participating 
index cases and the 10 non-participating cases were not statistically significant 
(p-value >0.15). Additionally, 9 household contacts (8 children, 1 adult) of our 
index cases were traced and approached to take part in the study (median age 
4.1 years, IQR: 2.9-6.9 years) whether or not they had HAV symptoms to find 
out if they were infected with HAV. In this group, 2/9 contacts had non-specific 
symptoms. All participants sent in at least one sample type (serum, plasma 
and/or faeces). 
We acquired HAV sequences for both the VP1-P2a and the VP3-VP1 region 
from samples of 29/34 index cases (85%) and 8/9 contacts (89%). In 2/34 
index cases, only one of the HAV regions could be analysed. Thus, we 
obtained sequences from 39 persons (Table 3.2). No sequences were obtained 
from 3/34 index cases or 1/9 contacts (1 child) due to negative RT-PCR results. 
The RT-PCR negative contact case was a child with non-specific symptoms. 
Sequences were identical when these were available of both the index case 
and the corresponding contact (Figure 3.1). 
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Outbreaks 

The Town A outbreak 

From July-September 2001, a HAV outbreak occurred at a primary school and 
children's day-care centre in Town A. In September we obtained samples from 
2 index cases and 2 household contacts, of whom only one contact showed 
symptoms. Upon analysis we found that one index case, a parent, and his two 
daughters at the primary school, were infected with identical subgenotype 1A 
strains (BRAB1, 1a and 1b; Figure 3.1). The symptoms of this patient, who also 
suffered from meningitis, are described on page 52. This strain was genetically 
identical to the Amsterdam strain MSM-4, which was associated with MSM who 
also practice anonymous oral-anal sex3. No HAV sequences could be detected 
in samples from the other index case, a child who attends the same primary 
school. 
 
Table 3.2 Characteristics of participants with analysed sequences (index cases and contacts). 

Risk group n Gender 
f/m 

Calendar time 
HAV diagnosis 

Median 
age (yrs) 

IQR age 
(yrs) 

Non-sympt
/sympt 

HAV 
endemic* 

Genotype 

1 Import 8 4/4 Aug-Nov2001 
Aug-Oct2002 

16.7 7.2-35.9 0/8 5 1A (2x) 
1B (5x) 
2/7 (1x) 

 
2 Household 

contacts 
 

8 4/4 Aug2001 
Mar-May2002 

4.67 2.76-7.39 6/8 0 1A (2x) 
1B (6x) 

3 School 8 4/4 Aug2001 
Mar-May2002 
 

37.5 36.3-43.5 0/8 0 1A (1x) 
1B (7x) 

3 Work 1 0/1 Nov2002 
 

  0/1 0 1B (1x) 

4 MSM 5 0/5 Oct-Nov2001 
Jan-Mar2003 
 

30.5 28.4-45.8 0/5 0 1A (5x) 

5 Unknown 9 4/5 Sep2001-
Jan2002 
Jun-Nov2002 
Mar2003 

27.5 9.9-34.5 0/9 2 1A (3x) 
1B (5x) 
3A (1x) 

 Total 39 16/23       

*Participants originating from HAV endemic country. 
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Figure 3.1a Phylogenetic analysis of VP1-P2a (Figure 3.1a) and VP3-VP1 (Figure 3.1b) 

sequences of HAV strains isolated in the Netherlands using Kimura-2 parameter 
substitution model. Numbers at the branches show bootstrap percentages obtained 
after 1000 replications of bootstrap sampling. The analysed sequence lengths are 
177 nt for the VP1-P2a region and 196 nt for the VP3-VP1 region. Only bootstrap 
values higher than 70 are shown. The bar denotes phylogenetic distances between 
strains.  
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Figure 3.1b (Figure 3.1 continued). 
 The designations BRAB and ADAM indicate that the HAV sequences were derived 

from patients from Noord-Brabant or Amsterdam respectively. The sequences in the 
tree show successively: patient number and risk factor. Reference strains were 
derived from Genbank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The Genbank Accession numbers 
are: AY574058-AY574090. Risk factors were numbered 1 to 5: 1 Import case; 
2 Household contact; 3 School/Work contact; 4 Homosexual man (MSM); 
5 Unknown/Other (e.g. public toilet). 
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The Town B outbreak 

From March-May 2002, there was an outbreak at a children’s day-care centre 
in Town B. Almost all the reported cases were adults (caretakers and a 
teacher). We obtained samples from 8 index cases (BRAB16-BRAB22) and 7 
household contacts (BRAB18a, b, c and d; BRAB19a and b; BRAB22a). Only 
one of the household contacts, a child, showed symptoms. One index case and 
his sister (BRAB22 and 22a) visited a different school in Town B. Sequences 
were acquired from all cases and contacts, with the exception of contact 
BRAB22a. Upon analysis we found that the 8 cases and 6/7 household 
contacts were infected with one unique strain of subgenotype 1B (Figure 3.1).  
Almost 6 months after HAV intervention took place at the Town B outbreak, a 
teenager (BRAB30) fell ill. No risk factors could be determined for this patient, 
who lived in a town 12 km from Town B and had no relation with the day-care 
centre. Nevertheless, sequencing analysis showed that the detected sequence 
was identical at the VP1-P2a region to the strain involved in the Town B 
outbreak (Figure 3.1). Unfortunately no VP3-VP1 sequence could be analysed 
for this case. 

Subgenotype 1A sporadic cases 

The MSM-2 strain 
Five cases who fell ill in the period September-November 2001 were infected 
with subgenotype 1A strains that were identical to the Amsterdam strain MSM-
2 at both HAV regions (BRAB10, 11, 12, 14 and 104; Figure 3.1). This strain 
circulated from January 2001-January 2002 in Amsterdam among mainly MSM 
who practised anonymous oral-anal sex3. In another case, the strain was 
identical to the Amsterdam strain MSM-2 at the VP1-P2a region and differed by 
only one nucleotide (nt) at the VP3-VP1 region (BRAB107; Figure 3.1). Two 
cases are MSM who practice anonymous oral-anal sex (BRAB11 and 107). 
Another MSM (BRAB12) was infected via his partner, who did not participate in 
the study. One case concerned a heterosexual man who ate shellfish on his 
holiday in Tenerife, Spain, 5 weeks prior to his illness (BRAB104). No risk 
factors could be discerned for cases BRAB10, a heterosexual man, and 
BRAB14, a woman. 
Four subgenotype 1A cases did not cluster within the MSM-2 strain or the 
Town A outbreak. The first case is a child who fell ill 4 weeks after visiting 
Turkey, the country of origin (BRAB4). The child lives 10 km from Town A and 
was not related to any of the Town A outbreak cases. Upon analysis we found 
that the isolated strain differed only 1 nt from the Town A outbreak strain at the 
VP1-P2a region, but at the VP3-VP1 region the difference was 5 nt (Figure 
3.1). The second and third case was infected with identical strains (BRAB33 
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and BRAB36; Figure 3.1). Both participants are MSM, but only one case 
(BRAB33) practices anonymous oral-anal sex. No risk factor could be 
determined for the fourth case, a woman (BRAB103). 

Subgenotype 1B sporadic cases 
Of 8 sporadic cases, 5 got infected during travel to high-endemic areas. Two 
Turkish teenagers (BRAB25 and 101) and 2 Moroccan children (BRAB26 and 
106) visited their countries of origin; one adult Dutch patient was a tourist in 
Turkey (BRAB27). We were able to analyse both HAV regions for all 8 cases, 
with the exception of case BRAB29, for whom we could analyse only the VP3-
VP1 region. 
Of the above mentioned 5 cases, the two Turkish teenagers had identical 
sequences at both HAV regions, although they were not contacts of each other 
(BRAB25 and 101; Figure 3.1). They did have identical risk factors, having both 
travelled to Turkey prior to their illness. Two other unrelated cases also had 
identical sequences. One was the Dutch tourist in Turkey mentioned above 
(BRAB27), while the other case (BRAB31) probably got infected by a colleague 
who fell ill after a holiday in Turkey. Unfortunately, this colleague did not 
participate in our study. Two cases had almost identical sequences with only 
one nucleotide difference at the more variable VP3-VP1 region (BRAB26 and 
BRAB29). Case BRAB26 of the above 5 is a Moroccan child who fell ill after a 
holiday in the country of origin, whereas the risk factor of case BRAB29 
remained unclear. Likewise, no risk factor could be determined for BRAB102. 
Case BRAB106 of the above 5, case BRAB35 and case ADAM92, an import-
strain from Amsterdam had identical sequences at the VP1-P2a region and 
high sequence similarity at the VP3-VP1 region. Cases BRAB106 and 
ADAM92 had both visited Morocco in the year 2001 prior to their illness, 
whereas the risk factor of BRAB35 was unknown. 

Genotype 2/7 
We isolated a unique HAV strain from patient BRAB13 which showed 97% 
sequence similarity (145/149nt) to isolate CF-53/Berne of subgenotype 2 at the 
VP1-P2a region (Genbank nr. L07693)1 and 90% similarity to isolate SLF-88 of 
subgenotype 7 at both the VP1-P2a region (161/177nt) and the VP3-VP1 
region (177/196nt; Figure 3.1)1,9 (Genbank nr. AY032861). The patient believes 
she was infected in the summer of 2001 during her holidays near the town of 
Orgiva, Spain. She stayed in a hippie community with visitors from all over the 
world, under primitive living conditions: There was only one toilet and washing 
was done in the river. She met several English people, of whom one was 
jaundiced. Later on, back in the Netherlands, she learned by correspondence 
that about 50 other attendees of the hippie community were also jaundiced.  
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Subgenotype 3A 
The single subgenotype 3A strain detected during this study was from a 
teenager whose country of origin is Pakistan. There were no symptomatic HAV 
cases in the vicinity, but his father had returned from a long journey to Pakistan 
shortly before patient BRAB15 fell ill. The strain was identical at the VP1-P2a 
region to an import strain from the Amsterdam study (ADAM98) that originated 
from Pakistan3, but differed 2 nt at the VP3-VP1 region (Figure 3.1). 

Hepatitis A and meningitis 
Case BRAB1 was a 42-year-old man who was involved in the Town A 
outbreak. He was admitted to the hospital with complaints of general malaise 
and signs of meningitis. On examination of the patient, a temperature of 
39.6˚C, a blood pressure of 140/80 mm Hg and a pulse rate of 100 
beats/minute were measured. He also had signs of meningism. Internal and 
neurological examination did not reveal further abnormalities. Blood 
investigation showed that C-reactive protein was 39 mg/l. All liver functions 
showed elevated values (ALT 972, AST 948, gamma-GT 204, alkaline 
phosphatase 134, total bilirubin 35), with low leukocyte and thrombocyte 
counts. Routine investigation of the CSF showed a normal cell count, normal 
protein content, and a slightly elevated glucose level (4.1 mmol/l). Findings of 
an electro-encephalogram were compatible with viral meningitis but not 
encephalitis. An ultrasound of the abdomen showed no abnormalities. Serum 
titres were positive for both IgM and IgG anti-HAV antibodies, whereas the CSF 
sample was negative for both. The patient was dismissed from the hospital 
after 25 days. 
We detected 100% identical HAV sequences of subgenotype 1A in the blood, 
feces and CSF samples of this patient. These sequences were also identical to 
those derived from his daughters, contacts BRAB1a and BRAB1b (Figure 3.1). 
Two months later, a Magnetic Resonance Imaging scan of the cerebrum 
showed no abnormalities. However, three months after his stay in the hospital 
the patient still had general malaise and headache. A CSF sample taken at that 
point was positive for IgG anti-HAV, whereas no IgM antibodies and no HAV 
RNA were detectable; Anti-HAV IgM serum titres were lower, compared to the 
serum titres measured 4 months earlier. 

Discussion 

In Noord-Brabant, the distribution of different HAV genotypes among 
transmission groups seems similar to the Amsterdam situation2,3. All strains 
derived from MSM were of subgenotype 1A, and all but one (BRAB4) of the 
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patients who got infected in Turkey or Morocco carried a subgenotype 1B 
strain. The single patient infected with a subgenotype 3A strain was of 
Pakistani origin. As was seen in previous studies by our group, sporadic HAV 
cases can be divided into two high-risk groups: MSM and children returning 
from high-endemic countries (import cases) who may subsequently transmit 
the disease to susceptible family and school contacts in the Netherlands.  
Although 7% of the Noord-Brabant population were from non-western 
countries, this group contributed relatively more (27%) to the reported cases 
than native Dutch patients. This is also the case in the Amsterdam study: The 
contribution of non-Dutch participants was 47%, while 37% of the Amsterdam 
population consists of non-Dutch people3. The contribution in Noord-Brabant 
may be underestimated, because in its non-Dutch group, the susceptible are 
mainly children, who usually show no symptoms when infected. 
The number of import cases may coincidentally have been higher during the 
study period, or detection of import cases may generally be more efficient, 
because physicians may suspect HAV infection sooner in a child originating 
from an HAV-endemic country. On the other hand, language and cultural 
barriers may impede public education on HAV, putting non-Dutch individuals at 
higher risk for infection compared to Dutch individuals. 
Dijkshoorn10 studied the reach of HAV vaccination in Amsterdam, finding that 
55% of Turkish parents and 58% of Moroccan parents did not vaccinate their 
children prior to travel to the country of origin. The parents either did not think 
of it or they did not find it necessary. Because the contribution of HAV cases 
originating from high-endemic countries is relatively large in Noord-Brabant, the 
situation may be similar to the one in Amsterdam. In high-endemic countries, 
hepatitis A is mainly a childhood disease. Thus, when non-immune children 
come in close contact with other children during their stay in the country of 
origin, they have an increased chance of acquiring HAV infection and of 
subsequently importing HAV into the Netherlands. Nevertheless, universal 
childhood immunisation is not warranted, because the incidence in this risk 
group is not high enough. Thus, this risk group should be targeted specifically 
through public health education, especially if information officers know their 
language and culture. Also, free vaccine for Turkish and Moroccan children 
could be offered as part of the government's general childhood vaccination 
program.  
Comparison of sequences from Noord-Brabant with those from Amsterdam 
showed that several strains from Noord-Brabant cases who got infected in 
Turkey or Morocco were identical to strains isolated from Amsterdam cases 
who had visited the same country. This demonstrates that identical HAV strains 
of Turkish and Moroccan origin were repeatedly imported to the Netherlands in 
the years 2001 and 2002, underlining the need for immunisation of children 
with parents from high endemic countries. The contribution of travelling adults 
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is much smaller. This is probably because many adults born in HAV endemic 
countries contracted the disease in that country during their infancy. 
Furthermore, in the Netherlands all travellers to high-endemic countries are 
advised to be vaccinated against HAV. This includes both Dutch and non-
Dutch adults and children. However, vaccination is not provided by the 
government. 
Several index cases with unknown risk factor were infected with strains that 
showed high sequence similarity with import strains from Morocco. Because 
only symptomatic HAV IgM-positive index cases living in Noord-Brabant or 
Amsterdam were approached for the study, an unknown number of non-
symptomatically infected individuals were most likely missed. Transmission 
routes are thus difficult to clarify with standard epidemiological techniques. But 
with molecular epidemiology, sequences can be compared to facilitate 
determination of transmission routes and quantification of spread from high-risk 
groups to the general population. For example, cases BRAB10 and BRAB14 
had no known risk factor. Nevertheless, sequencing analysis showed that they 
were infected with the MSM-2 strain. Other examples are cases BRAB22 and 
BRAB30, who were infected with strains identical to the Town B strain even 
though they were not directly involved in the school outbreak. By constructing a 
HAV database for the Netherlands or even for Europe it will be possible to 
uncover sources that would otherwise remain elusive using only classical 
epidemiology. An example of the value of such a database is the European 
research network for foodborne outbreaks project (contract nr. QLK1-1999-
00594). In this project molecular and epidemiological data on foodborne and 
waterborne pathogens such as hepatitis A and Noro viruses are collected to 
assess the spread of the pathogens and develop prevention programs. 
Two Amsterdam strains that circulated among homosexual men were also 
present in Noord-Brabant, namely MSM-2 and MSM-43. In line with these 
findings, 3/6 Noord-Brabant patients infected with the MSM-2 strain belonged 
to the MSM risk group, while the risk factor of other Noord-Brabant cases in 
this cluster remained unclear. Thus, strains that circulated among Amsterdam 
MSM were also present among MSM in Noord-Brabant, and as in Amsterdam, 
there was sporadic spill-over to the heterosexual population. However, unlike 
Amsterdam, transmission occurred between different risk groups: Strain 
MSM-4 was found among Noord-Brabant patients involved in a school-related 
outbreak. This spreading of genotypes across transmission groups implies that 
MSM networks in Noord-Brabant are less closed than in Amsterdam, or that 
people living in Noord-Brabant will not admit to being homo- or bisexual as 
easily as people in Amsterdam. 
Adequate HAV intervention among MSM by contact tracing is difficult because 
transmission is mainly via anonymous sexual contacts. This problem could be 
circumvented by offering hepatitis A vaccine to MSM as part of an already 
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ongoing nation-wide vaccination program aimed at hepatitis B risk groups, 
which include MSM11. 
Phylogenetic analysis of the strain isolated from patient BRAB13 showed 
sequence similarity to genotype 2 strain CF-53/Berne1 using VP1-P2a 
sequences and to genotype 7 strain SLF-88 using VP1-P2a and VP3-VP1 
sequences1,9. To date, worldwide, strains CF-53/Berne and SLF-88 are the 
only genotype 2 and genotype 7 strains identified. As far as we know the 
VP3-VP1 region of CF-53/Berne has not been sequenced yet, but analysis of 
all HAV genotypes at the VP1-P2a region12,13 showed that genotypes 2 and 7 
are clearly related with less than 15% sequence diversity. This makes it 
tempting to speculate that genotypes 2 and 7 may be subgenotypes of the 
same genotype. Thus, the strain from patient BRAB13 is probably the third 
strain found, worldwide, clustering within genotype 2/7. 
Through the European research network for rapid detection of foodborne 
outbreaks, we tried to find out if other groups had detected sequences from 
jaundiced visitors to the hippie community in Spain. A group at the University of 
Barcelona had analysed 6 serum samples from patients involved in the 
outbreak. Unfortunately, five samples were PCR-negative and only one 
subgenotype 1B strain was isolated. Thus, no other genotype 2 or genotype 7 
strains were found. The fact that two different genotypes were isolated from 2 
cases in the same HAV outbreak indicates that there were probably several 
HAV sources involved. Since people from all over the world visited the hippie 
community, non-symptomatic HAV carriers could well have introduced different 
diverse strains to susceptible fellow visitors. 
One HAV patient (BRAB1), who was involved in the Town A outbreak, also 
suffered from meningitis and was admitted to the hospital. The meningitis was 
associated with HAV infection, because a first CSF sample was positive for 
HAV RNA. Also, the sequence detected in the CSF sample was 100% 
genetically identical to the one found in the patient's faecal and blood sample 
and to the strains derived from his two daughters. Contamination of the CSF 
sample with blood is unlikely, because unlike the blood sample, the CSF 
sample was negative for IgG and IgM anti-HAV antibodies. Although HAV 
infection is rarely associated with neurological disease, the presence of viral 
particles in CSF has long been suspected in cases of extrahepatic 
manifestations of HAV infection, such as meningoencephalitis, optic neuritis 
and Guillain-Barré syndrome14-16 detected HAV sequences in the CSF sample 
of a 7-year old girl with encephalomyelitis following hepatitis A infection. As in 
our case, the HAV sequences generated from serum and CSF were identical 
and epidemiologically confirmed. Thus, HAV infection may be causally related 
to meningitis. Medical practitioners should be aware of this possible HAV 
complication, especially when treating adults and immunocompromised 
persons with neurological complications. 
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Abstract 

Background 
Men who have sex with men (MSM) and travelling children are the most important risk groups for 
transmission of hepatitis A virus (HAV) in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Between these two risk 
groups, different HAV genotypes are found. In this study we investigated the patterns of 
introduction and transmission of HAV in the two groups.  
 
Methods 
HAV sequences from Amsterdam patients were divided into two groups according to risk group: (I) 
travellers and their contacts, (II) MSM and their contacts. The sequences in each risk group were 
then grouped into clusters based on the genetic distances between the sequences. 
 
Results  
Among travellers there are many sporadic cases, the clusters are small and introduced frequently 
into the population, mostly in the second half of each calendar year, indicating a seasonal pattern 
of introduction and transmission after the summer holidays. Among MSM the clusters are bigger 
and remain present for a longer time; sporadic cases are few, and introduction of new strains 
occurs infrequently but throughout the year.  
 
Conclusions 
Although new HAV strains are frequently imported into Amsterdam by travellers, these strains are 
limited in the extent and season of their spread. In contrast, HAV is only occasionally imported into 
the MSM population, but remains endemic and spreads to a large number of individuals without 
seasonal pattern.  
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Introduction 

The Netherlands is considered a low endemic country for hepatitis A virus 
(HAV) with an incidence rate of 2-4/100,000 people per year1. The capital city, 
Amsterdam, has a population of approximately 736,000 inhabitants of whom 
37% originate from HAV endemic countries2. Its HAV incidence is about ten 
times higher than in the rest of the country3. 
Previous studies on the molecular epidemiology of hepatitis A in Amsterdam 
showed that two main groups, not mutually interrelated, are at risk for acute 
HAV infection: (I) travellers to HAV endemic countries, especially Moroccan 
and Turkish children who visit relatives in these countries and contacts of 
travellers; (II) men who have sex with men (MSM), especially those who 
frequent dark-rooms and saunas for anonymous oral-anal sex4,5. Phylogenetic 
analysis showed that different HAV subtype strains are found among these risk 
groups. Travellers can be infected with genotypes 1A, 1B or 3A, and travel-
related cases are reported mainly in August and September, just after school 
holidays. MSM are infected exclusively with genotype 1A strains, and HAV 
cases occur in MSM all year round. 
In this study, we used cluster analysis to identify clusters of HAV transmission 
and to study how HAV spreads in the population. Samples from Amsterdam 
HAV patients, collected from 1 August 2000 to 31 December 2004 were divided 
into two groups, according to self-reported risk factors: (I) travellers and their 
contacts and (II) MSM and their contacts. Subsequently the method of Plotkin 
et al. was used to find clusters of transmission within each of these risk 
groups6. This method uses the pairwise distances of sequences to group them 
into clusters via a single linkage clustering algorithm. It is complementary to 
phylogenetic analysis, because it may corroborate phylogenetic analysis 
results when boot-strap values are poor. The aim of our study was to use this 
novel method to identify how HAV sequences aggregate into clusters, 
investigate the properties of these clusters, and thus identify patterns of HAV 
transmission. The size of the clusters and how it changes over time were 
assessed, revealing information about the magnitude of transmission that takes 
place in Amsterdam and the possible impact of recent vaccination strategies. 
Moreover, we determined how often new strains are introduced and how long 
they circulate in the population. 
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Materials and methods 

Participants 
In The Netherlands, hepatitis A is a notifiable disease, which means that all 
patients showing clinical signs in combination with laboratory-confirmed 
presence of type M immunoglobulin antibodies to HAV (IgM antiHAV) must be 
reported to the local health service by the treating physician. As part of the 
active surveillance program, reported index patients are offered hygienic advice 
and are questioned about possible risk situations that occurred up to six weeks 
prior to the first day of illness. Also, susceptible contacts are traced and offered 
hygienic advice with passive and/or active immunisation.  
On 1 August 2000, a government-sponsored HAV typing study was initiated 
nation-wide, which lasted until 31 December 2004. Its aim was to determine the 
genotype of the HAV strains circulating among persons reported at the 
participating health services. Thus, using sequence analysis, the various HAV 
transmission routes in The Netherlands were studied, as well as the different 
HAV strains circulating in the various risk groups.   
During the typing study, 332 acute hepatitis A patients were reported at the 
Amsterdam health service (AHS)3. All were approached to participate in the 
study; 220 people agreed, and signed an informed consent form. Each person 
donated, as early as possible after the start of the symptoms, one faeces 
sample and/or one 10-ml blood sample for molecular biological analysis.  
We successfully sequenced the VP1-P2a region of HAV strains from 216/220 
patients. Hence, cluster analysis was performed on these 216 sequences. 
Sequences were divided into two groups according to the patient’s reported 
risk for infection: (I) travellers who got infected while visiting a country outside 
The Netherlands, their contacts, and persons with unknown risk factors who 
were not infected with an MSM strain; (II) MSM, their contacts, and persons 
with unknown risk who were infected with an MSM strain. 

Sequence analysis 
RNA isolation, RT-PCR, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis was performed 
as described previously4,5,7. The Genbank numbers of the sequences in this 
study are DQ387550-DQ387659. 

Cluster analysis 
The VP1-P2a sequences of the 216 HAV patients were grouped into clusters 
using the method of Plotkin et al.6. This method, detailed elsewhere6,8, entails a 
single-linkage algorithm that uses the pairwise distances of a group of 
sequences to identify a threshold for partitioning of the sequences into clusters. 
Traditional single-linkage clustering produces a hierarchy of partitions. It starts 
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with each sequence in its own “cluster” (i.e. each cluster has a size of one) and 
successively merges clusters whose nearest neighbours are a minimal 
distance apart, eventually grouping all sequences into one cluster. Plotkin et 
al.6 proposed a method for choosing an “optimal” or “threshold” distance, at 
which to stop this hierarchy of partitions and, thus, to find a suitable partition of 
the sequences into clusters. We applied this method separately to travellers 
and MSM, partitioning each group into a set of clusters. The phylogenetic 
distance between two sequences was defined as the number of nucleotides by 
which two sequences differed divided by the total length of the sequence of the 
VP1-P2a region (177 nucleotides). The distances between all pairs of 
sequences were calculated using MEGA29. 
The optimal distance at which to stop the single-linkage algorithm is chosen 
using the cluster-size curve6,8. This curve shows the normalised mean cluster 
size C(d) as a function of the threshold distance d at which two sequences are 
connected in the same cluster. The normalised mean cluster size is defined as 
the average cluster size of the cluster distribution that results by using the 
threshold distance d, divided by the total number of sequences to be clustered. 
Plateaus in the cluster-size curve correspond to values of d at which the 
sequences form non-random clusters6,8. 

Results 

Participants 
Table 4.1 shows the characteristics of the Amsterdam study participants from 
whom the 216 VP1-P2a sequences were obtained. Participants did not differ 
significantly from the non-participants in age or gender (Mann-Whitney test 
p>0.05). The median age of non-participants was 23.5 years (IQR 9-37), and 
70% was male. The median age of the participants was 18.5 years (IQR 
8.25-36), and 69% were men and boys.  
There were marked differences between the two risk groups. Three different 
genotypes were found among travellers and their contacts (Table 4.2): 25% 
were infected with genotype 1A strains, 63% with genotype 1B strains, and 
12% with genotype 3A strains. The median age in the travellers group was 11 
years (IQR 7-13 years), and approximately 55% of the group was male. The 
three most visited countries were Morocco (42%), Pakistan (6.2%) and Egypt 
(6.2%).  
In contrast, among MSM and their contacts, only genotype 1A was found 
(Table 4.2). The median age was 36 years (IQR 32-42 years), and the group 
consisted mainly of men (92%). Being MSM was reported by 86% of the group, 
and 76% reported having had anonymous oral-anal MSM sex in the six weeks 
prior to disease onset. 
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of Amsterdam participants per year, August 2000-December 2004.  

Study Period 2000 
Aug-Dec 

2001 2002 2003 2004 Total 

Reported patientsa   64  103  51  54  60  332 
Patients VP1-P2aa  37  68  31  43  37  216 
Gender: 
     Male  
     Female 

 
 22 
 15 

 
 57 
 11 

 
 20 
 11 

 
 28 
 15 

 
 23 
 14 

 
 150 
 66 

Median age in years 
     IQR 

9 
(7-32) 

33 
(11-38.75)

13 
(9-38) 

19 
(8-34) 

24 
(8.5-33) 

18.5 
(8.25-36) 

HAV genotype  
     1A 
     1B 
     3A 

 
 9 
 24 
 4 

 
 46 
 16 
 6 

 
 19 
 9 
 3 

 
 23 
 18 
 2 

 
 21 
 15 
 1 

 
 118 
 82 
 16 

Reported risk factor       
     MSMb  6  32  2  15  10  65 
     Travel   16  16  14  19  14  79 
     Family  2  3  4  1  1  11 
     School  4  1  6  1  3  15 
     Other/Unknown  16  5  7  9  46 
a Total HAV patients and patients with sequences available from the VP1-P2a region.  
b Men who have sex with men. 
 
Table 4.2 Participants and clusters of travellers and men who have sex with men (MSM). 

  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Total 
  Travellers 
Participantsa Total  29  27  29  27  18  130 
 1A  1  5  17  7  2  32 
 1B  24  16  9  18  15  82 
 3A  4  6  3  2  1  16 
Clusters presentb   18  15  15  20  13  - 
Clusters introducedb   -  9  11  14  10  44 
  MSM 
Participants   8  41  2  16  19  86 
Clusters present   2  5  2  4  4  - 
Clusters introduced   -  3  1  2  2  8 
a Number of participants reported at the Amsterdam Health Service. 
b Number of clusters present and number of clusters introduced in the specific year (with threshold 
distance d=0.005 – see Methods). The clusters may be present for more than one year. The 
introduction date of a cluster is the date that the first case of the cluster was reported at the 
Amsterdam Health Service. 

Optimal distance and clusters of HAV sequences 
The cluster-size curve is shown in Figure 4.1. The curve has been smoothed 
by averaging over 100 Gaussian draws for each mean distance parameter d, 
with 5% coefficient of variation8. For the group of travellers (Figure 4.1a), if d=0, 
there are 130 clusters, each consisting of one sequence. With d=0.041, there 
are three clusters, one for each genotype. With d=0.072, there are two clusters; 
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one cluster with all cases of genotype 3A and one cluster with all cases of 
genotypes 1A and 1B, a result to be expected, since 1A and 1B are "closer" to 
each other than to 3A. With d=0.26, all cases are grouped into one cluster. 
From Figure 4.1a it can be observed that at d=0.005, the mean cluster size 
"moves" from one plateau to another. This value then provides a natural scale 
at which the sequences aggregate6. Using this value of d, the sequences were 
divided into 62 clusters. Three clusters had 15, 9, and 7 cases, respectively, 
two clusters had 6, two clusters had 5, 16 clusters had two or three cases, and 
39 clusters consisted of one case (such cases will be referred to as unique 
sequences or sporadic cases). With values of d between 0.006 and 0.011, 
there is another non-random partitioning of the sequences into 32 clusters, one 
of which contains more than a third of the sequences (49 of 130). Therefore, 
d=0.005 was chosen as the optimal distance for the group of travellers. For 
MSM, if d=0, each sequence belongs to its own cluster. With d=0.25, all cases 
are grouped into one cluster. Figure 4.1b shows that at d=0.005 there is a non-
random partitioning of the sequences into clusters. Ten clusters are defined, 
one cluster with 34 cases, two clusters with 20 cases, four clusters with 2-3 
cases, and three sporadic cases (clusters with one case). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 The cluster-size curve for (a) travellers and their contacts and (b) men who have sex 

with men (MSM) and their contacts. The curve shows the mean cluster size C(d) as a 
function of the threshold distance d at which to connect two sequences into the same 
cluster. The normalised mean cluster size is the average cluster size of the cluster 
distribution that results by using the threshold distance d, divided by the total number 
of cases to be clustered (130 for the group of Travellers and 86 for the group of MSM). 
The normalised mean cluster size is between zero and one. Plateaus in the cluster-
size curve correspond to values of d at which the sequences form non-random 
clusters. The curve has been smoothed by averaging the normalised mean cluster 
sizes from 100 Gaussian draws for each mean distance parameter d, with 5% 
coefficient of variation. 
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Travellers and their contacts 
Table 4.2 shows the annual number of reported participants and the annual 
number of clusters that were present. Both remained more or less stable in the 
years 2000-2004.  
Based on the date with which each case was reported at the AHS, the clusters 
were assigned a date of introduction. All cases within a cluster were ordered in 
ascending order of the date they were reported. Then the reporting date of the 
first case was assigned as the date of introduction of the cluster. For any given 
cluster, the first case reported to the AHS may not be the first case that 
appeared in Amsterdam. It can be expected, however, that any discrepancy will 
be the greatest in the first year of the study and only minor in the subsequent 
years. For this reason, we report no results on the introduction of clusters in 
2000. Table 4.2 shows the number of clusters introduced each year, which 
remained stable through 2001-2004.  
Figure 4.2 shows the number of clusters introduced each year according to 
their size. Sporadic cases (i.e., clusters of size 1) are shown in Figure 4.2a, 
and clusters with at least two cases (size 2 or more) in Figure 4.2c. Most 
travellers’ cases are sporadic or clustered in groups of two cases. In the last 
three years of the study, only size 1 and 2 clusters were found, plus one size 3 
cluster. The average size for clusters introduced in 2001 was 2.67, but for 
2002, 2003, and 2004, the average was 1.27, 1.36 and 1.10 respectively. 
Moreover, the cases in the clusters introduced in 2002-2004 were reported 
close to each other (within a month in one; for two clusters within 1.5 and 3 
months).  
Table 4.3 shows the number of cases that were reported at the AHS in time, for 
the seven largest clusters. Time was measured in three-month periods, from 
January-March (quarter 1) to October-December (quarter 4). One cluster had 
15 cases of genotype 1A; one cluster had 6 cases of genotype 3A; and five 
clusters had 5-9 cases of genotype 1B (Table 4.3). Most cases appear in the 
third or fourth quarter of the year. These big clusters are present for one or two 
trimesters, then they “disappear” for a few months, and then appear again. 

MSM and their contacts 
Table 4.2 shows the numbers of participants reported, clusters present, and 
clusters introduced each year. Transmission was very limited in 2002, as only 
two cases were reported at the AHS. In 2001 there was a big outbreak 
resulting in 41 participants being reported at the AHS, 32 of which were 
clustered together. The sizes of the clusters introduced in 2001-2004 are 
shown in Figures 4.2b (sporadic cases) and 2d (clusters with more than 1 
case). The distribution of the sizes is quite different from that among the 
travellers (Figure 4.2a, 4.2c). The clusters of MSM cases are bigger, and 3 of 
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the 8 MSM clusters have only a sporadic case, whereas three quarters of 
clusters of travellers are sporadic cases. The average size of clusters 
introduced in the years 2001-2004 was 13.0, 1.0, 10.5, and 1.5, respectively.  
The number of cases reported per trimester for each of the three largest 
clusters is shown in Table 4.3. One cluster had 34 cases and the other two 
each had 20, all of genotype 1A. Two of these clusters were present for most of 
the study period, while the third appeared in its second half. The intervals 
between the first and last case reported at the AHS for these clusters were 45, 
34, and 22 months respectively. In general, MSM clusters remain present in the 
population for several consecutive trimesters, indicating prolonged 
transmission of the same strain. In contrast, among travellers the clusters are 
present mostly for one or two trimesters. Also, the seasonality effect that was 
seen among travellers is not observed among MSM. In the latter, distribution of 
cluster sizes peaks in diverse trimesters, and multiple peaks can be observed 
per year. 
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Figure 4.2 The size of clusters introduced each year per risk group. (a), (b) sporadic cases 

(clusters with one sequence) and (c), (d) clusters with more than one case, for 
travellers in the left panels and men who have sex with men (MSM) in the right panels. 
The size is the number of sequences in the cluster. The horizontal axis shows the year 
that the cluster was introduced, which is the year during which the first sequence of 
the cluster was reported at the Amsterdam Health Service. 
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Table 4.3 The largest clusters among (a) travellers and their contacts and (b) men who have sex 
with men (MSM) and their contacts, Amsterdam 2000-2004a. 

   Travellers MSM 
Year Quarter  T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7  M1 M2 M3 
2000 3  1 1       4   
 4    1 4     3   

2001 1     1     3 3  
 2        1   7  
 3   1 3  2 1 2   8  
 4  1   1  4    14  

2002 1  9         1  
 2        1     
 3  2  1         
 4  1    1       

2003 1      1      1 
 2          2  5 
 3  1 2 1  1  2    2 
 4           1 4 

2004 1          7  5 
 2          1  2 
 3   3 3         
 4            1 
a The first two columns indicate the year and quarter in which the corresponding cases were 
reported to the Amsterdam Health Service (with January-March as quarter 1, April-June as quarter 
2, etc.). The other columns indicate the number of participants reported in each quarter, with each 
column corresponding to one of the largest clusters, named T1-T7 for travellers and M1-M3 for 
MSM. The clusters T1 and M1-M3 have participants with  genotype 1A, the clusters T2-T6 
genotype 1B, and T7 genotype 3A. 
 

Discussion 

Individuals travelling to HAV-endemic countries and MSM constitute the two 
major risk groups for HAV transmission in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. In this 
study, we showed that transmission within these two groups is very different. 
Sequences obtained from HAV patients were grouped into clusters or strains, 
according to the genetic distance between the sequences. Among travellers 
there are many sporadic cases, the clusters are small and introduced 
frequently into the population. This points to the frequent importation of new 
strains into Amsterdam, but also to their limited spread. Moreover, the clusters 
of travellers were mostly present in the second half of each calendar year, 
indicating a seasonal pattern of introduction and transmission after the summer 
holidays. Among MSM the clusters are bigger and remain present for a longer 
time; there are few sporadic cases and less frequent introductions of new 
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strains. This implies that HAV is only occasionally imported into the MSM 
population, but it remains endemic and spreads to a large number of 
individuals.  
Our results agree with results from previous studies based on the 
epidemiological data of HAV patients and phylogenetic analysis of their 
sequences3,5. Between 2000 and 2002, only four HAV strains entered the MSM 
population, which circulated for a long time5. Travel-related strains were 
introduced each year, but their transmission was stopped, possibly through 
disease intervention5. An overall decline in hepatitis A incidence in Amsterdam 
has been detected over the period 1992-20043. The decrease is due mainly to 
a decrease in HAV cases among migrant children travelling to HAV endemic 
countries and, as a consequence, in HAV incidence among schoolchildren and 
persons with unknown risk. HAV incidence did not decline among MSM or 
among travellers other than migrant children.  
These findings are very important for the evaluation of current public health 
policies and for the design of new strategies. In 1998 an HAV vaccination 
campaign was initiated in Amsterdam, targeting migrant children under 16 
years of age who are travelling to HAV endemic countries. Large numbers of 
children have been vaccinated since then10. The small size of clusters among 
travelling children implies limited transmission among children, which may be 
partly attributed to this vaccination campaign. Among MSM, however, the 
ongoing transmission of identical strains for more than one year and the larger 
size of MSM clusters show that HAV is endemic in this population. Disease 
intervention is problematic among MSM, because infection often occurs 
through anonymous oral-anal sex in dark rooms and/or saunas4,5, making 
contact tracing difficult. Since August 2002, MSM have been offered a 
combined HAV/HBV vaccine at a special low price. Nevertheless, no decline of 
HAV incidence has been detected among MSM in Amsterdam3. However, the 
time since the start of this campaign may be too short to show the positive 
effects.  
The clustering method used in this study has been used in the past to identify 
clusters of hemagglutinin sequences of influenza A virus and clusters of trees 
in Malaysian forests6,8. Since the HAV genome is less variable than that of 
influenza A virus, this method may be less suitable for HAV. Our results 
nevertheless corroborate those of previous epidemiological and phylogenetic 
studies, indicating that the method can significantly contribute to phylogenetic 
analysis, providing insights about the magnitude of spread and the 
transmission patterns of HAV. Valuable information can also be obtained if the 
method is used for other infectious agents.  
In this survey a new approach was used in the study of HAV transmission, 
providing interesting results about the entry of new HAV strains into the 
Amsterdam population and their subsequent circulation among children and 
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MSM. It revealed the ongoing spread of HAV among MSM and the frequent 
introduction, but limited transmission, of new strains among travelling children 
and their contacts. These findings point to the need for immunisation strategies 
specifically targeted to these two groups. Although new policies have been in 
force since 1998 for travelling children and since 2002 for MSM, they had 
achieved only modest impact in 2004, and that was limited to children. The 
targeted vaccination policy should therefore be continued, intensified, and 
possibly accompanied by other preventive measures targeted at these two 
distinct risk groups. 
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Abstract 

From the end of January to mid-June 2004 (weeks 5-24) a hepatitis A virus (HAV) outbreak 
occurred among a homeless and drug user community in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. To prevent 
further spread of the virus within this group and to the general population, the Municipal Health 
Service of Rotterdam organized a mass vaccination campaign during which 83% (1515/1800) of 
the homeless people were vaccinated. 
As part of a national HAV typing study, blood and/or faecal samples of 30 Rotterdam HAV IgM(+) 
patients who fell ill during the period of 1 September 2003 to 1 December 2004 were tested. The 
tests included RT-PCR and sequencing at the VP3-VP1 and VP1-P2a regions of the HAV genome.  
It was found that 12 homeless people, one family member of a homeless person and two people 
without a known risk were infected with a unique subtype 3a strain. Four of the homeless patients 
became ill after vaccination and were probably infected at the time.  
This study shows that Dutch homeless people and drug users involved in HAV outbreaks should be 
offered HAV vaccine actively to prevent further spread of the infection. Furthermore, it was shown 
by molecular techniques that the unique subtype 3a strain was not found before the Rotterdam 
outbreak or afterwards, indicating that the mass vaccination campaign was successful. 
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Introduction 

Hepatitis A virus (HAV) is an RNA virus that belongs to the Picornaviridae 
family, genus Hepatovirus1. Transmission of HAV is mainly through the fecal-
oral route, but parenteral transmission has also been described2,3. HAV strains 
recovered from different parts of the world were used to classify 6 genotypes of 
which genotypes 1, 2 and 3 are found in humans4,5. Because there is only one 
serotype of human HAV, infection with HAV confers lifelong immunity6-8. 
Since August 2000, the molecular epidemiology of HAV in the Netherlands has 
been studied to improve determination of the various transmission routes of 
HAV and the targeting of the Dutch vaccination strategy. Earlier results showed 
that certain HAV subtypes circulate in strong association with certain risk 
groups9-11. Subtype 1a is detected mainly among men who have sex with men 
(MSM), whereas subtype 1b is found in children infected during travel to their 
country of parental origin, usually Morocco or Turkey. Subtype 3a has been 
detected especially in patients who visited Pakistan.  
The Netherlands is considered a low endemic country for hepatitis A with an 
incidence rate of 2-4/100,000 people per year12, and since most inhabitants are 
HAV susceptible13, the risk of an HAV outbreak is increased. An outbreak is 
described that occurred from the end of January to mid-June 2004 among 
homeless people and drug users in Rotterdam, the Netherlands and the control 
measures taken. Strains reported before, during and after the outbreak were 
compared with HAV strains from the national epidemiological HAV-typing study 
to identify possible spread of the outbreak strain in the general population. 

Materials and Methods 

Participants 
In the Netherlands, hepatitis A is a notifiable disease, which means that all 
patients showing clinical signs of hepatitis in combination with laboratory-
confirmed presence of type M immunoglobulin antibodies to HAV (IgM anti-
HAV) must be reported to the local Municipal Health Service by the treating 
physician. Reported index cases are offered hygienic advice and are 
questioned about possible risk situations that occurred up to six weeks prior to 
the first day of illness/jaundice. Any susceptible contacts are traced and offered 
hygienic advice with active immunization.  
Since alcoholism and infection with hepatitis B, hepatitis C and HIV are high in 
this group of people and increase morbidity and mortality due to HAV 
infection14, persons with these risks of adverse outcome received human 
immunoglobulin in addition to active vaccination15,16. 
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There were 93 patients notified with hepatitis A in Rotterdam from 1 September 
2003 to 1 December 2004. These persons were asked to take part in the 
national epidemiological HAV-typing study and 40 patients agreed. They were 
asked to sign an informed consent form and to provide, as early as possible 
after the symptoms had started, one faeces sample and/or one 10 ml blood 
sample. Of the 40 who agreed, 30 provided samples, which were sent to the 
Amsterdam municipal laboratory for molecular biological analysis. The total 
number was increased to 34 by samples received from four people living 
outside of Rotterdam who were linked epidemiologically with the outbreak 
among the homeless people in Rotterdam: 001ZEEL, 001BRED, 002BRED 
and 003BRED. 

RNA isolation 
Fresh fecal samples were aliquoted as a 10-20% suspension in phosphate 
buffered saline. The serum and plasma samples were transferred and 
aliquoted in separate 1.7-ml vials. All aliquoted samples were stored at -80ºC 
until use. TriPure Isolation Reagent (Roche, Almere, the Netherlands) was 
used to isolate HAV RNA from 100 µl of the aliquoted faeces suspension, or 
the serum, or the plasma sample, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 
RNA isolated from blood was resuspended in 50 µl Tris HCl (10mM, pH 8.0), 
and RNA isolated from feces was resuspended in 100 µl Tris HCl (10mM, pH 
8.0). RNA samples were stored at -80ºC until use. 

Oligonucleotide primers 
Random hexamer primers were used for reverse transcription. PCR primers for 
nested amplification of the VP3-VP1 region and the VP1-P2a region of the HAV 
genome were used as described9-11. All primers were synthesized by Isogen 
Life Science (Maarssen, the Netherlands). 

HAV RNA amplification, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 
Nested RT-PCR was carried out in a PTC-200 DNA Engine Thermal Cycler 
(Biozym TC BV, Landgraaf, the Netherlands), as described previously9. 
Sequencing was performed on the second-round PCR products using the inner 
primers and Big Dye Terminator chemistry v1.1 (PE Biosystems, Nieuwerkerk 
a/d IJssel, the Netherlands). 
Sequencing analysis was done on an ABI 310 automated sequencer (PE 
Biosystems, Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel, the Netherlands). The sequences were 
aligned with the BioEdit Sequence Alignment Editor computer program17. 
Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis version 2.1 computer software18 was 
used to generate the phylogenetic tree, which was constructed based on the 
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Kimura-2 parameter substitution model. Reproducibility of the tree was tested 
with 1000 bootstraps. Published reference sequences were derived from the 
GenBank website and from Robertson et al.4.  
Sequences generated in this study and submitted to Genbank are numbered. 

Results 

HAV outbreak and vaccination campaign 
In week 7 of 2004 (13 February) the Rotterdam Municipal Health Service 
received a report of a case of HAV infection in a homeless man, the index 
case. This patient was contacted in week 8 and reported jaundice since week 
5; he slept in the open and had no ‘household’ contacts (Figure 5a.1). In week 
8, reports were received on two other HAV-infected homeless men who had 
been jaundiced since week 7. They had been using various shelters during 
their  period of infectivity. Active case finding was done by informing hospitals 
and general practitioners in the Rotterdam area and Municipal Health Services 
in the Netherlands.  
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Figure 5a.1 HAV cases reported to MHS Rotterdam shown by week of onset of jaundice.  
 The index case of the homeless-outbreak fell ill in week 5. The last homeless case 

became jaundiced in week 16 and the outbreak was declared ended in week 24.  
 
Routine contact tracing was hampered by the fact that the patients were 
constantly on the move and staying at as many as 13 different shelter facilities 
where sanitary conditions were very poor (e.g., two toilets for 80-100 people), 
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making hygienic behaviour difficult. It was concluded that there was an ongoing 
transmission in a large group of homeless and often addicted persons, who 
were probably susceptible for HAV infection and living under poor sanitary 
conditions. Therefore, from week 9 to 11 (23 February to 12 March), a mass 
vaccination campaign was undertaken among this homeless population and 
the personnel of institutions caring for them. The intravenous drug users and 
alcoholics among them were offered passive as well as active immunization.  
A total of 1515 homeless people were vaccinated actively; 627 (41%) were 
immunized both actively and passively. The mean age of the vaccinated 
population was 42 years (range: 18-87). Based on bi-annual tuberculosis 
screenings among the homeless by the department of tuberculosis control, the 
size of the homeless population of Rotterdam was estimated at 1800 people at 
that time (drug users: 35-55%). Thus, the vaccination coverage was 
approximately 83% (1515/1800). Furthermore, 1197 social workers and 
volunteers who work with the homeless were also vaccinated. 

Patients with epidemiological links to the homeless 

Epidemiological and clinical findings 

Before the start of the vaccination campaign, a total of 8 HAV cases were 
reported among homeless men (Figure 5a.1). From week 9 to 17 (23 February-
20 April), 7 more cases among homeless men were reported, of whom four had 
been vaccinated in week 9 (23 February). Two became jaundiced within one 
week after active and passive vaccination (week 9-10), whereas the other two 
fell ill 23 days after vaccination in week 12. The mean age of these 15 male 
Dutch homeless drug users was 34 years (range: 21-44). As no cases were 
reported in the two months after week 16, the outbreak was declared ended in 
week 24.  

Genotype analysis  

All 15 patients in the homeless group agreed to participate in the genotyping 
study and to send in a blood and/or faeces sample. Of these, 12 actually 
provided a sample, and it was possible to analyse the HAV sequences of all 
12. Four additional samples were received from epidemiologically-linked cases 
living outside of Rotterdam: Three cases who had been in contact with the 
homeless were within one household and one was a family member of a 
homeless case. Thus, HAV RT-PCR was carried out on samples from 16 
people with an epidemiological link with the homeless.  
VP3-VP1 sequences were obtained from all 12 homeless and from the 4 
contact cases. At the VP1-P2a region, sequences were analysed from 9 
homeless people and the 4 contact cases. Sequencing analysis found all 12 
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participating homeless people and the family member living outside of 
Rotterdam (01ZEEL) with identical subtype 3a sequences (Figures 5a.2a and 
5a.2b). Which was named the homeless-outbreak strain. The 3 household 
members living outside Rotterdam (001BRED-003BRED) were infected with a 
strain of subtype 1a named MSM-210.  

Patients without epidemiological links to the homeless 
Over the wider time period, September 2003-December 2004, Samples were 
received from 18 Rotterdam residents with hepatitis A not linked with the 
homeless outbreak. It was possible to analyse sequences from 16 participants: 
3 fell ill during the outbreak; 7 were jaundiced before and 6 fell ill after the 
outbreak ended.  
Sequencing analysis showed that only 2 of the 16 patients were infected with 
the homeless-outbreak strain and that these two participants had fallen ill 
during the outbreak (Figures 5a.2a and 5a.2b (*)). When the homeless-
outbreak sequence was compared with those from the national HAV typing 
study, it was found that it was unique; the strain did not appear in the 
Netherlands before the outbreak nor has it appeared since then. 

Discussion 

From the end of January to mid-June 2004, an outbreak of hepatitis A occurred 
among the homeless people of Rotterdam. The Municipal laboratory of 
Amsterdam received samples from 16 people who were epidemiological linked 
with this outbreak. Of these, 12 homeless and one family member of a 
homeless case were found to be infected with the unique subtype 3a outbreak 
strain. Comparison of the outbreak strain with those from our HAV typing study 
indicated that there was almost no spill over to the general population: only two 
Rotterdam residents were infected with this strain. Both became ill during the 
outbreak and had no link with the homeless.  
A mass vaccination strategy was undertaken because we faced ongoing 
spread among homeless people living in poor hygienic circumstances. Their 
wandering lifestyle made source and contact tracing difficult and raised the risk 
of spread to the general population. To exclude infection via the parenteral 
route, homeless drug users were asked about needle sharing. No needles 
were shared in this group, making HAV infection by this route highly unlikely. 
Since sanitary conditions in the homeless shelters were very poor, HAV spread 
most probably through the faecal-oral route.  
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Figure 5a.2a  VP1-P2a region. 
 See legends Figure 5a.2b  
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Figure 5a.2b VP3-VP1 region 
 Neighbor joining tree (1000 bootstraps) of the VP1-P2a and VP3-VP1 HAV genomic 

region. Only bootstrap values > 70% are indicated. The Dutch sequences in the tree 
show the patient number and the abbreviations ROTT, ADAM, BRAB, ZEEL or BRED 
to indicate that the patients were from Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Noord-Brabant, 
Zeeland or Breda. The sequences that were found during outbreaks among drug 
users are indicated in gray. The reference strains and the drug users strains from 
Norway, Sweden and Estland were derived from Genbank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). 
Sequences reported in this paper have Genbank Accession numbers: DQ114837 – 
DQ114897. * Cases infected with the outbreak strain, with no link to the homeless 
outbreak; # Contact case infected with the outbreak strain. 
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HAV outbreaks in communities of drug users and homeless people are difficult 
to control, and a vaccination campaign requires high uptake to succeed19,20. 
We vaccinated 83% (1515/1800) of the homeless and drug using population 
and the outbreak was terminated. Only four homeless people became 
jaundiced despite vaccination. They were probably already infected at the time 
of vaccination, since two became jaundiced one week after inoculation and the 
other two became ill after 23 days. These findings correspond to the 2-6 weeks 
HAV incubation period and with reports of vaccinees becoming ill 21 days or 
longer after vaccination21,22. The outbreak strain was not known before or after 
the Rotterdam outbreak was declared over, which indicates that it is unique in 
the Netherlands and that large-scale vaccination strategy prevented its further 
spread.  
The seroprevalence of HAV among drug users in the Netherlands is unknown, 
but may be indicated by the number of reported cases: From 1995 until the 
outbreak in 2004, only 4 drug users were reported with hepatitis A to the 
National Institute of Public Health and Environment (RIVM). Since HAV 
seroprevalence is apparently low in this group, there is potential for more 
outbreaks. In England, 14 outbreaks were reported in 2002, all involving 
injecting drug users23. Therefore, when sporadic HAV cases are reported 
among the homeless population, HAV vaccination should be actively offered to 
this vulnerable group24. 
As the majority of the strains circulating in the Netherlands belong to subtype 
1a or 1b10,11, it is striking that we found a subtype 3a strain among the 
homeless in Rotterdam. In the Netherlands, most people infected with subtype 
3a strains were exposed during travel to India or Pakistan, which is in 
agreement with the findings of Robertson et al.4, who found this subtype mainly 
in Asian countries such as India, Sri Lanka, Nepal and Malaysia. Subtype 3a 
has also been found several times before during outbreaks involving drug 
users: In the Malmö region of Sweden, 1979-19854; in Norway, 1997-199825; in 
the UK, 1998-199926 and in Estonia, 1998-199927. Comparison of the 
Rotterdam outbreak strain with those found in other countries among drug 
users showed that they differed from each other, indicating diverse sources for 
the outbreak strains (Figures 5.2a and 5.2b). 
The Rotterdam homeless outbreak illustrates that in order to prevent further 
virus spread in this difficult group, vaccination must be offered actively to 
achieve a high uptake. The current study shows the importance of molecular 
epidemiology in determining HAV transmission routes, following the spread of 
the virus to other populations and monitoring the measures taken to control 
outbreaks. Finally, comparing strain-sequences from outbreaks in different 
countries enables detection of international transmission routes. 
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Abstract 

Background 
We studied the seroprevalence and risk factors for past hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection among 
186 young drug users (DU) in Amsterdam.  
 
Methods 
Anti-HAV IgG antibodies were determined and risk factors were evaluated using logistic regression 
analysis.  
 
Results 
Overall HAV seroprevalence was 26% (95%CI 20%-30%). In multivariate analysis, ethnicity was 
significantly associated with past HAV infection. Seroprevalence was highest among Moroccans 
(85%), with 41-fold higher odds than Dutch DU. Injecting was not associated with HAV infection.  
 
Conclusion 
HAV seroprevalence among DU probably mirror background prevalences in the country of origin. 
We found no indication of parenteral transmission of HAV. 
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Introduction 

Since World War II, the incidence of hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection has 
decreased considerably in industrialized countries including the Netherlands. 
As a consequence, hepatitis A has shifted from a childhood disease, which is 
often non-symptomatic, to a symptomatic disease which affects people at a 
later age1. In the Dutch general population, the incidence rate is 2-4/100,000 
persons per year2, and HAV seroprevalence varies from less than 10% among 
people under 35 years to 85% at 79 years3.  
In 2004, an outbreak occurred in the Netherlands among homeless drug users 
which was controlled by vaccinating 83% of the homeless and drug using 
population4. Drug users (DU) are especially vulnerable when infected with 
HAV, because they are often co-infected with HBV, HCV and/or HIV, which 
increases the risk of morbidity and mortality5. Furthermore, since they often live 
under unhygienic circumstances one would assume that they are especially at 
risk of acquiring hepatitis A. Nevertheless, in the ten years (1994-2004) before 
the outbreak, only 16 of the 8,000 reported sporadic cases concerned DU. This 
number is very low considering that 29,000 DU are living in the Netherlands6. 
Hence, we wanted to have an idea concerning the number of HAV susceptible 
DU. Taking into account that HAV seroprevalence is age-related, we decided to 
study this matter by determining the prevalence among participants of the 
Young Drug Users Cohort of Amsterdam (YODAM)7. We also wanted to know if 
drug practices such as injecting drug use and needle sharing were related with 
HAV seropositivity. This was of special interest since parenteral transmission 
among drug users has been suggested in several reports5;8-12. Furthermore, we 
studied whether ethnicity, gender and being homeless were associated with 
HAV seropositivity. 

Methods 

We recruited 203 YODAM participants from June 2000 to December 2004. 
Inclusion criteria were being 18 to 30 years of age at study entry; using any 
form of heroin, methadone, cocaine or amphetamine at least three days a week 
during the last two months before entry; being of Dutch nationality and living in 
Amsterdam for at least one year or being of foreign nationality and living in 
Amsterdam for at least three years. At intake, participants were asked to show 
an official piece of identification and to sign an informed consent form. At intake 
and at every return visit (every four to six months), a blood sample was taken 
and the participants were interviewed using a standard questionnaire. 
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Samples 
To determine past HAV infection, blood samples donated during their last or 
penultimate visit were tested for the presence of anti-HAV IgG antibodies with 
the AXSYM HAVAB version 2.0 Reagent kit (Abbott B.V., Hoofddorp, the 
Netherlands). Blood samples from 186/203 participants were available and 
tested.  
Logistic regression analysis was used to identify the risk factors associated 
with HAV seropositivity. Variables that were significantly associated with HAV 
infection in the univariate analyses (p<0.10) were entered into the multivariate 
model. 

Results 

The median duration of follow-up of the 186 DU  was 1.63 years (Interquartile 
range (IQR) 0-3.78 years). The median age was 29 years (IQR 24-31 years) 
and seroprevalence of anti-HAV IgG antibodies was 26% (95% Confidence 
interval (CI) 20%-33%). Of the 186 YODAM participants, 98 were of Dutch 
origin, 33 were Surinamese or Antillean, 20 were Moroccan, 9 were from other 
West-European countries and 26 were of “Other” ethnicities (Turkey, Eastern 
Europe, Africa, Asia). Among YODAM participants of Dutch origin, we found a 
seroprevalence of 11% (95% CI 6%-19%) (Table 5b.1). Of all migrant groups in 
the YODAM study, Moroccan participants had the highest HAV seroprevalence 
(85%). In univariate analysis they had a 45-fold higher odds of having anti-HAV 
antibodies than drug users of Dutch origin (Table 5b.1). The second highest 
seroprevalence was found among the people with “Other” ethnicities (42%; 
odds ratio (OR)=5.80) (Table 5b.1). Surinamese and Antillean participants had 
a prevalence of 21% and a two-fold non-significant higher odds compared with 
Dutch DU.  
In univariate analysis, injecting drug use, needle sharing, age and being 
homeless were not significantly associated with HAV infection (Table 5b.1), 
whereas gender and ethnicity were associated. Men were more likely to be 
anti-HAV IgG positive compared to women (OR=2.34). However, in multivariate 
analysis this gender association was not statistically significant; only ethnicity, 
that is Moroccan and “Other”, remained significantly associated with HAV 
seropositivity. We found no interaction between ethnicity and injecting drug use 
(data not shown). 
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Table 5b.1 HAV seroprevalence in the YODAM cohort (2000-2004). 

 N HAV 
prevalence

Univariate analysis p Value Multivariate analysis p Value 

  % ORa 95% CIa  ORa 95% CIa  
Age         
   ≤29 years  116 24 1.00      
   >29 years  70 30 1.35 00.69-2.62 NS    
Ethnicity         
   Dutch  98 11 1.00   1.00   
   West-European  9 33 3.95 00.86-18.10  4.62 0.96-22.24  
   Moroccan  20 85   44.81 11.29-177.85    41.04 10.25-164.43  
   Surinam/Antillean  33 21 2.13 00.75-6.05  2.02 0.71-5.78  
   Otherb  26 42 5.80 02.13-16.76 <0.0001 5.21 1.88-14.48 <0.0001 
Injecting drug use         
   Never  122 29 1.00      
   Ever  64 22 0.70 00.34-1.42 NS    
Needle sharing         
   Never  161 26 1.00      
   Ever  24 33 1.46 00.58-3.67 NS    
Gender         
   Female  51 16 1.00   1.00   
   Male  135 30 2.34 01.01-5.42 0.0466 1.58 0.58-4.28 NS 
Residence         
   Independent  100 22 1.00      
   Homeless/squatting  65 35 1.94 00.97-3.89     
   Other  21 19 0.83 00.25-2.74 NS    

a OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; b Other consists of the following ethnicities: Turkish, East-European, 
African, Asian. 

Discussion 

In this study we found that the distribution of anti-HAV IgG antibodies among 
the different ethnicities of the YODAM participants reflects the antibody 
distribution in the general Dutch and migrant population of the Netherlands3: 
Seroprevalence was 20.2% among indigenous Dutch people aged 15-49 years 
and less than 10% in those under 35 years; it was 95.8% among Moroccan 
people aged 15-49 years and 38.2% among Surinamese and Antillean people 
in the same age group.  
These results indicate that DU of Dutch origin (prevalence 11%) are just as 
vulnerable to HAV infection as the general Dutch population. However, the high 
prevalences of alcoholism, hepatitis B, hepatitis C and HIV among DU increase 
their risks for morbidity and mortality due to HAV infection5. Once introduced in 
the DU community, HAV can spread easily and may result in prolonged 
outbreaks that are difficult to control13;14, because the usual control measures 
such as hygienic advice and source and contact tracing are more difficult to 
apply in the DU setting. Therefore, when sporadic HAV cases are reported in 
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this vulnerable population, HAV vaccination should be offered promptly and 
widely within this group12.  
Several studies have mentioned the possibility of parenteral transmission of 
HAV during outbreaks among DU5;8-12. In our study we found no indication that 
this was the case among the YODAM participants. This concurs with the 
results of Roy et al. who found that poor personal hygiene and sharing of 
contaminated injecting equipment were significantly related with HAV 
transmission among injecting DU12.  
In conclusion, HAV seroprevalence among DU probably mirror background 
prevalences in the country of origin. We found no indication of parenteral 
transmission of HAV. 
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Abstract 

The duration and level of virus excretion in blood and faeces of patients with hepatitis A virus 
(HAV) infection were studied in relation to levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT), disease 
severity, and HAV genotype. 
Clinical data, blood, and faeces were collected from 27 patients with acute hepatitis A (median age: 
33 years) for a maximum of 26 weeks. Single blood donations from 55 other patients with acute 
HAV (median age: 32 years) were also used. Virus loads were quantified by competitive nested 
RT-PCR.  
HAV was excreted in faeces for a median period of 81 days after disease onset, with 50% of 
patients still excreting high levels at day 36 (2x106-2x108 copies/ml faeces suspension). Viraemia 
was detected, but not quantifiable, for a median period of 42 days. In the first ten days of illness, 
higher ALT levels were correlated with higher viraemia levels. Comparison of patients infected with 
genotype 1a with those infected with type 1b did not differ significantly in terms of the duration of 
HAV excretion or jaundice.  
In conclusion, faecal excretion of HAV is at a high titre in the first month, perhaps making patients 
infectious for a longer period than assumed currently. Blood banks should be aware that viraemia 
may be present for more than one month, and genotype did not affect the duration of virus 
excretion or jaundice. 
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Introduction 

Hepatitis A virus (HAV) belongs to the Picornaviridae family and is classified in 
its own genus, Hepatovirus. Infection takes place mainly via the faecal-oral 
route through person-to-person contact. In the late incubation period and at 
onset of illness very large numbers of HAV particles are excreted in faeces until 
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) reaches peak elevation1. Therefore, patients 
with HAV are considered contagious from 1-2 weeks before onset of symptoms 
until 1-2 weeks afterward2,3. However, faecal excretion can last up to 3 months 
and longer4,5, indicating that patients may be contagious for a longer period 
than assumed previously.  
In addition to faecal excretion, the virus is also present in blood3,3. HAV 
viraemia can exceed 3 months in immuno-competent patients6-9, and in one 
HIV infected patient, it was detected for 256 days4. Parenteral transmission has 
been reported by blood transfusion and blood products10,11, underlining the 
importance of detection of HAV viraemia. However, data on the duration of 
HAV excretion remain limited.  
Because acute HAV infection is self-limiting, longitudinal studies in which 
clinical data are collected along with samples are uncommon. For a follow-up 
study, blood and faecal samples were collected from 27 patients with acute 
hepatitis A infection for a maximum period of 26 weeks. Our aim was to 
determine the median duration of HAV excretion in faeces and blood and thus 
the period of possible infectiousness. Additionally, in 55 other patients whose 
HAV had been typed12, it was investigated whether the degree of liver damage, 
affected duration and level of HAV excretion in faeces and viraemia level, and 
whether HAV genotype affected the duration of HAV excretion and jaundice. 

Materials and methods 

Participants 
For the follow-up study, all patients who were positive for anti-HAV 
immunoglobulin M (anti-HAV IgM(+)) and reported between August 2003 and 
August 2004 to the Public Health Services in Amsterdam, Brabant, South 
Limburg, Groningen, South-Holland South, and South-Holland North were 
approached.  
Participants were asked to sign an informed consent form and to donate a 
maximum of nine faecal samples and three blood samples over 26 weeks. To 
prevent distress in children younger than 12 years, they were not required to 
donate multiple blood samples, but only the one sample used for detecting anti-
HAV IgM. The participants were  divided at random into groups A and B to 
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donate on different schedules (Table 6.1) to obtain a maximum number of time-
points after infection. In weeks 1-4 after start of symptoms, participants 
donated 3 faecal samples; in weeks 5-26 they donated one faecal sample 
every four weeks. If three consecutive faecal samples were negative in the 
HAV PCR before the end of the 26-week period, follow-up for that patient was 
stopped. Adults were asked to donate three blood samples in the first four 
weeks of illness, but a few samples were received after more than 4 weeks. 
Participants were asked to complete a structured questionnaire each time they 
sent in a faecal sample. It asked about the presence and duration of symptoms 
such as jaundice, vomiting, nausea, fatigue, medications, and co-infections. 
The blood samples were used to determine levels of alanine aminotransferase 
(ALT) to quantify liver damage. Patients with ALT levels above normal, that is 
>45 IU/l blood (37°C), were considered to have abnormal liver function. 
Additionally, blood samples were used representing 55 sporadic HAV cases 
who participated previously in an HAV typing study12,13, to study the relation 
between the degree of liver damage and the virus load. Patients were reported 
from December 2000 to February 2004 to the Amsterdam health service (HS). 
 
Table 6.1 Scheme for sample donation. 
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Group A FB  FB  FB  F    F    F    F    F    F 

Group B FB FB  FB  F   F    F    F    F    F   

Patients donated samples according to group A or group B. In weeks 1-4 after onset of illness, they 
gave three blood and three faeces samples. In weeks 5-26, they donated one faeces sample every 
four weeks. If three consecutive faeces samples were negative in the HAV RT-PCR, the patient 
was informed that he had completed the study. F=faeces sample; B=blood sample. 

Time definition  
Because the production date of the faecal samples was often unknown, the 
date on which it was received was used. The sampling time was calculated as 
the days between the first day of symptoms (jaundice) and the date the sample 
was received. Sampling time in blood was the number of days between the first 
day of symptoms and the donation date.  
Blood and faecal samples from individual follow-up participants were 
considered to be measured in the same period (i.e. one measurement), if 
faeces were provided within 5 days after giving a blood sample. 
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RNA isolation, detection, sequencing, and phylogenetic analysis 
RNA extraction, nested RT-PCR, sequencing, and phylogenetic analysis were 
carried out as described previously12-14. The detection RT-PCR was carried out 
in an end volume of 25 µl with an input of 5 µl RNA from patient material. 
Random hexamer primers were used for reverse transcription. PCR primers for 
nested amplification of the VP3-VP1 region and the VP1-P2a region of the HAV 
genome were used as described previously12-14. All primers were synthesised 
by Isogen Life Science (Maarssen, the Netherlands). 

Construction of competitor RNA 
The competitor was created from RNA isolated from virus culture HAVcyt/HB1.1 

15 
with Tripure isolation reagent (Roche, Almere, the Netherlands). Full-length 
HAV RNA was resuspended in 50 µl Tris-HCl (10 mM, pH 8.0) and stored at 
-80°C until use.  
The method was adapted from Diviacco et al.16. Two RT-PCRs were performed 
with the Access RT-PCR kit (Promega, Leiden, the Netherlands). The 
sequences of the primers used in the RT-PCR reactions are shown in Table 
6.2. The 25 µl RT-PCR mixtures contained 0.5 µl HAVcyt/HB1.1 RNA, 1x AMV/Tfl 
reaction buffer, 200 µM dNTP, 1.5 mM MgSO4, 10 ng of the sense and the anti-
sense primer, 0.1 U AMV Reverse transcriptase and 0.1 U Tfl DNA 
polymerase. The RT step was carried out at 48˚C for 45 min. and 94°C for 
2 min. Subsequently, 35 amplification cycles were carried out at 94°C for 
30 sec., 55°C for 30 sec., 68°C for 90 sec., and terminated with 68°C for 7 min. 
The amplification products of RT-PCR1 (175 bp) and RT-PCR2 (222 bp) 
contain an overlapping region of 20 bp with restriction sites EcoRI and HindIII 
(Table 6.2). This region was used for 1:1 hybridisation of PCR1 and PCR2 
amplimers. Subsequently, 0.2 µl of the mixture and primers VP1-4-sense-NcoI 
and VP1-6-SalI (Table 6.2) were added in a 25 µl PCR mix, and amplification 
was carried out13. The resulting 397 bp amplimer was verified on a 1% agarose 
gel, isolated with the Qiagen gel extraction kit (Qiagen Benelux B.V.), and 
dissolved in 50 µl Tris HCl (10 mM, pH 8.0). The fragment was cloned into a 
pGEM5Zf(+) vector and grown in JM109 bacteria (Promega Benelux B.V.). 
Plasmid DNA was isolated from a recombinant clone and linearized  by 
incubation at 95°C for 2 min and placement on ice for 5 min. Competitor RNA 
was made using T7 polymerase (Promega Benelux B.V.) and contaminating 
DNA was removed with RQ1 Dnase (Promega Benelux B.V.) according to the 
manufacturers’ protocols.  
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Table 6.2 Primer sequences used in the two RT-PCRs to construct the competitor. 

 Primer Sequence 5'-3' Nucl nra  
VP1-4s NcoI TAC/CATGGcgttgcttcccatgtcaga 2131-2149 

 
RT-PCR1 

VP-mut-as 
EcoRI/HindIII 

ccGAATT/CcgcgAAGC/Ttgcaacattctgttctgtagaaa 
 

2259-2278 

VP1-6 SalI GCG/TCGACcatatgatctgatgtatgt 2455-2473 
 

RT-PCR2 

VP-s-mut 
EcoRI/HindIII 

gcA/AGCTTcgcgG/AATTCggccagatccccaagttgtat 
 

2279-2298 

a Nucleotide numbering is according to strain HAVcyt HB1.115. The underlined part of the primer-
sequences written in capital letters indicates restriction sites. The EcoRI/HindIII sites are in a 20 bp 
region, which is present in the competitor sequence but not in wild-type HAV. 

Quantitative RT-PCR  
Serial dilutions of competitor RNA were amplified by nested PCR with and 
without an RT step according to Bruisten et al.13 to determine the presence of 
contaminating DNA. Dilution samples that were negative in the PCR reactions 
without the RT step were used for quantitative RT-PCR with patient material. 
Two methods were used for calculating the concentration of the competitor 
RNA. The first method was based on the OD260 value measured by 
spectrophotometer of the competitor RNA, which was 0.024, and the Avogadro 
formula. The total length of the competitor RNA is 443 nucleotides, resulting in 
a concentration of the competitor RNA starting solution of 4x1011 copies/µl. The 
second method was based on the fact that RNA detection by RT-PCR is 
possible from 20 copies per reaction, assuming a 10% efficiency of the cDNA 
step and the potency to detect 2 copies of target cDNA. Using this method we 
calculated that the concentration of the competitor RNA starting solution was 
around 4x1012 copies/µl. The average of these numbers was calculated and the 
competitor concentration was set at 2x1012 copies/µl.   
Serial ten-fold dilutions of the competitor RNA were divided into aliquots with 
Tris HCl (10 mM, pH 8.0) containing 0.5 U/µl Rnasin. The quantitative RT-PCR 
was performed according to the HAV RT-PCR protocols described 
previously12,14 in an end volume of 25 µl with an input of 2 µl competitor RNA 
and 2 µl RNA from patient material. Amplification of  the competitor resulted in 
an amplicon of 267 bp, while the amplicon size of patient-derived HAV cDNA 
was 247 bp. The qualitative RT-PCR had a higher sensitivity than the 
quantitative RT-PCR concerning detection of patient-derived HAV RNA, 
because no competitor RNA was added. Hence, HAV RNA detected with the 
qualitative RT-PCR was not always quantifiable. The number of HAV copies in 
a stool sample were calculated per ml of a 10-20% suspension of fresh stool in 
phosphate buffered saline; hereafter referred to as “faeces suspension”. 
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Quantitation was possible from virus load levels of 2x103 copies/ml faecal 
suspension and from 1x103 copies/ ml blood. 

Statistical analysis 
Statistical analyses were performed with SAS, R and SPSS 12.0 software for 
Windows17-19. The distribution of the time until virus loads in faeces and blood 
were below a certain level was estimated, e.g. undetectable by RT-PCR, using 
the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator for interval censored data20. 
Relations between the three markers (ALT and virus levels in blood and in 
faeces) were analysed in a linear regression model after transformation to the 
log-scale. For each marker combination, two models were fitted; each marker 
was used as dependent variable to predict the other. 
The Mann-Whitney test was used to determine if HAV genotype influenced 
duration of HAV excretion in faeces and/or jaundice. The test was also used to 
determine if liver damage influenced the duration of HAV excretion, comparing 
patients with ALT levels above and below the median of 1000 IU/ml blood. 

Results 

General characteristics of participants  

Follow-up study 

Of the anti-HAV IgM positive cases reported from August 2003 to August 2004 
at the participating health services, 27 people participated in the follow-up 
study. As shown in Table 6.3, these included 18 men and 9 women (median 
age 33 years; interquartile range (IQR) 23-42 years), of whom 17 persons 
infected with subtype 1a strains (63%), 7 with subtype 1b strains (26%), and 3 
with subtype 3a strains (11%).  
All but two participants reported jaundice. Of these, 84% (21/25) also reported 
the duration of jaundice, which lasted  for a median period of  17 days (IQR: 5-
74 days). Comparing patients infected with genotype 1a versus genotype 1b, 
we found no significant difference in duration of jaundice (Mann-Whitney test: 
p=0.89) or duration of HAV excretion in faeces (p=0.13). 

HAV-typing study participants 

These 55 patients consisted of 43 men and 12 women (median age: 32 years; 
IQR 12-38 years) (Table 6.3). There were 39 persons infected with subtype 1a 
strains (71%), 14 with subtype 1b (25.5%), and 2 with subtype 3a (3.6%). Of 
the total, 49 persons (89%) reported jaundice. 
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Table 6.3 Characteristics of the participants in the follow-up and the HAV-typing-study. 

  Follow-up study  HAV-typing study 
No. of patients   27   55  
Median age (years)  33 (IQR 23-42)  32 (IQR 12-38) 
Gender male   18 (67%)  43  (78%) 
 female  9 (33%)  12  (22%) 
Genotype 1a  17 (63%)  39  (71%) 
 1b   7 (26%)  14  (25.5%) 
 3a  3 (11%)  2    (3.6%) 
Jaundice  25/27 (93%) 49/55  (89%) 

Median duration of jaundice (days)  17   NA  
Median duration of HAV excretion (days)  81   NA  

NA: not applicable. 

Time course of virus load levels and ALT among patients 
In concordance with the comparisons mentioned above, there were no 
observable differences per genotype concerning the course of HAV excretion. 
In the Netherlands, there are two main risk groups among whom different HAV 
genotypes circulate: Homosexual men are infected with genotype 1a strains, 
while travellers to HAV endemic countries are infected mainly with either 
genotype 1b strains (Morocco, Turkey etc.) or genotype 3a strains (Pakistan, 
India)12. The patterns of patients infected with genotype 1a, 1b or 3a are shown 
in Figures 6.1a-6.1c.  
Figure 6.1a represents a 26-year-old homosexual man infected with a 
genotype 1a strain. He reported anonymous sex in saunas as a risk factor. He 
was jaundiced for 16 days, and a faecal excretion was detected up to 98 days 
after disease onset.  
Figure 6.1b depicts a 31-year-old patient who was infected in Morocco with a 
genotype 1b strain. He was jaundiced for 21 days, and virus excretion was 
detected until 70 days after onset of illness. 
Figure 6.1c represents an 11-year-old patient who became infected in Pakistan 
with a genotype 3a strain. The patient was jaundiced for 18 days, and HAV 
excretion was detected for 76 days. 

HAV detection and quantitation in faeces  
HAV faecal excretion was detected for an estimated median period of 81 days 
after onset of symptoms in samples of the 27 follow-up study participants 
(Figure 6.2). Faecal excretion was never shorter than 57 days, with a maximum 
of 127 days. Fifty percent of the participants still excreted at least 2x106-2x108 
copies/ml faeces suspension at 36 days after onset of symptoms. After 65 days 
this had declined to 10% of patients. The lowest quantifiable level, 2x103 
copies/ml faeces suspension, was detected for a median period of 60 days. 
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Figures 6.1a-c Time course of virus load and ALT level in three patients.  

The left Y-axis shows the logarithm of virus load in linear scale per ml faeces 
suspension or per ml blood. Logload=1: detection limit qualitative RT-PCR; 
Logload=1.5: detection limit quantitative RT-PCR; Logload=2: Quantification limit. 
The right Y-axis shows the ALT levels in log scale in IU/ml blood. The X-axis shows 
the number of days after onset of symptoms. Duration of jaundice is depicted by the 
grey bar on the X-axis. 
Figure 6.1a: Patient 1 is a 26-year-old homosexual man who got infected with a 
type 1a virus by anonymous sex in public venues. He was jaundiced for 16 days. 

 Figure 6.1b: Patient 2 is a 31-year-old man who got infected with a genotype 1b 
strain in Morocco. He was jaundiced for 21 days.  

 Figure 6.1c: Patient 3 is an 11-year-old boy who got infected with a genotype 3a 
strain in Pakistan. He was jaundiced for 18 days. 
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Figure 6.2 Curves for virus excretion levels at different time-points. 
 The black curves show the estimated percentage of patients over time that have a 

virus load in faeces above a certain limit. The grey curve shows the last time-points at 
which sera were HAV-positive in the qualitative RT-PCR. The horizontal line is the 
median value. 

HAV detection and quantitation in blood  
In the follow-up study (n=27), serum samples were provided from one day 
before onset of illness to 74 days after the onset of symptoms. The estimated 
median period in which HAV was detected in blood was 42 days after disease 
onset (Figure 6.2). At 60 days after the onset, all blood samples were 
estimated to be HAV-negative.  
The PCR results of the sera provided by participants of both the follow-up and 
HAV typing study are shown in Figure 6.3. In total, 119 samples taken from 82 
participants were tested, since 22 follow-up patients donated more than one 
blood sample. Again, we found that the proportion of PCR-positive sera 
declined over time. It was 100% in the period up to 10 days after onset of 
illness and declined to 20% after 40 days (Figure 6.3).  
Taking into account one serum sample per patient obtained at different time-
points after the onset of disease, it was found that the median virus load levels 
varied at different time-points. In the first ten days of illness, the median virus 
load level was 1x106 copies/ml blood (95% confidence interval (CI): 5.2x105-
1.9x106 copies/ml blood; n=69). After ten days, the median virus load of the 
donated sera was below quantitation level (<103 copies/ml). 
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Figure 6.3 Detectability of HAV viraemia according to days after onset of illness. 
 The Y-axis shows the percentage of PCR-positive (grey) blood samples donated by 

participants of the follow-up and the HAV-typing study. All 72 sera (100%) donated 
within the first 10 days of illness were PCR-positive, whereas 80% of the sera donated 
more than 40 days after onset were PCR-negative. 

Relation between ALT levels and virus levels in blood and in 
faeces 

ALT levels and virus load in blood 

To determine if the degree of liver damage influenced virus levels in blood in 
the first 10 days of illness and vice versa, data were analysed from follow-up 
and HAV typing-study participants (n=64). Spearman analysis revealed a 
significant association between liver damage and the HAV level in serum 
(ρ=0.354); p=0.004). This was corroborated by the results from linear 
regression analysis, which showed that if ALT levels decreased with 1log10 IU/l 
blood, viraemia levels decreased with 0.81log10 copies/ml blood (p=0.017), and 
vice versa, if viraemia levels decreased with 1log10 copies/ml blood, ALT levels 
decreased with 0.11log10 IU/l blood (p=0.017). To minimize the confounding 
effect of time, these analyses were repeated with data of the first 5 days of 
illness, which yielded similar results. 

ALT levels and virus load in faeces 

Nine participants provided blood and faeces in the same period (5 days) within 
the first ten days of illness. Using Spearman analysis, a strong positive 
correlation was found between the virus level in blood and in faeces (ρ=0.942; 
p<0.01). No significant correlation was found between ALT levels and virus 
load in faeces during this period (ρ=0.248; p=0.520). 
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ALT levels and duration of HAV excretion in faeces 

The possible relation between liver damage and the duration of HAV excretion 
in faeces was of interest. Upon analysis, no difference was found in duration of 
HAV excretion between persons with ALT levels above the median (1000 IU/ml 
blood) versus ALT levels below the median in the first 10 days of illness (Mann-
Whitney test: p=0.5; n=16). 

Discussion 

Due to the acute and self-limiting nature of HAV infection, sequential collection 
of samples combined with clinical data from patients is uncommon. Information 
on the duration and level of HAV excretion in blood and in faeces is therefore 
limited despite its importance for disease control. 
To elucidate these matters, clinical data and serial blood and faeces samples 
were collected from 27 acute hepatitis A patients for half a year. The 
biochemical and clinical data were combined with quantitative RT-PCR results 
to study possible relations between symptomatic disease and the duration and 
level of HAV excretion.  
In other studies, realtime PCR method were used to quantify HAV loads in 
sera. These realtime PCRs target the 5’ noncoding region, and virus loads 
were quantified with an external standard8,9,21.  
At the onset of this study, a real time PCR was compared with a competitive 
nested RT-PCR, targeting the VP3-VP1 region (data not shown). An internal 
standard was used for both virus quantification, and as an inhibition control for 
PCR of faeces-derived RNA samples. Tests using the real time PCR showed a 
significant increase in the fluorescent signal representing amplification of the 
internal standard, whereas almost no increase in fluorescent signal was 
detected for amplification of the wild-type HAV cDNA. Nevertheless, both the 
internal standard and the wild-type HAV cDNA were amplified during the 
reaction, since amplicons of the expected sizes were visible on acryl-amide 
gels. Unfortunately, we were not able to solve this problem, and therefore 
chose to use the competitive nested RT-PCR that is described in the present 
study, as this yielded more reproducible and robust results.  
The results show that HAV is detectable in faeces for a median period of 81 
days after onset of symptoms, with a maximum of 127 days. Although the 
literature on this subject is sparse, studies with fewer patients describe similar 
findings of HAV excretion periods in faeces from 52 days post-onset up to 89 
days in healthy individuals4,5,22-24. HIV-positive persons may excrete the virus 
for even longer periods, since one study found that a HIV-1 infected person still 
excreted 5x106 copies/g faeces 106 days after the onset of illness4.  
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Of our patients, 50% were still shedding HAV in faeces at 36 days, at the same 
high levels as at disease onset (Figure 6.2). One study reported successful 
infection of two tamarins by inoculation with a suspension of faeces donated 27 
days after the ALT peak of the human patient22. The animals seroconverted 
and excreted HAV in blood and in faeces after 15 and 21 days, respectively. 
Thus, patients still excreting high levels of HAV in faeces after one month may 
still be infectious. 
Sera collected during the present study were HAV RNA-positive for a median 
period of 42 days after illness. Other studies report viraemic periods varying 
from 22 days up to 490 days6-9,25,26.  
Although HAV transmission by blood products is rare, there have been several 
reports on HAV outbreaks due to contaminated blood products10,11,27-30. To 
prevent contamination of blood products in the Netherlands, HAV patients are 
excluded from donating blood for four weeks after clinical symptoms are 
resolved, or six weeks in the case of contact with a HAV patient. Since the 
patients had jaundice for a median period of 17 days, and elevated ALT levels 
for a median period of 16 days, the present study suggests that most HAV 
patients are probably HAV RNA-negative by the end of the 4-6 weeks of 
exclusion. However, blood donors without any HAV symptoms and those with 
prolonged viraemia must also be taken into account, especially since donated 
blood is not tested for the presence of HAV in the Netherlands. An even greater 
risk to blood supplies is present during the period before HAV antibodies, 
increased liver enzyme levels and HAV symptoms are detected29,30. Weimer et 
al.31 reported a window period of two weeks in which HAV-infected patients had 
high HAV levels in blood with normal ALT levels before onset of illness. PCR 
techniques can reduce this window period and increase the safety of blood 
products, especially since HAV is 10,000 times more infectious by the 
intravenous route than orally, and contaminated blood products can increase 
morbidity and mortality in already ill patients treated with these products32.  
It was found that in the first 10 days after onset of illness, ALT levels were 
correlated positively with viraemic levels in blood. However, no indications were 
found that the degree of liver damage during this period influenced duration of 
HAV excretion in faeces. Other studies have found that ALT and HAV levels in 
blood are correlated positively9,33,34. The results of the present study support 
the findings of Bower et al.7 who detected HAV levels of 104-105 plaque forming 
units (pfu)/ml up to 20 days prior to the ALT peak. These levels declined to 
1-10 pfu/ml 30 days after the ALT peak.  
The factors that cause liver damage during HAV infection are still poorly 
understood. One hypothesis is that hepatic disease is caused by the patient’s 
immune system as it attempts to clear the virus21,35,36. Age and underlying 
disease, as well as medication, can influence disease outcome. Rezende et 
al.21 reported that patients with HAV-related fulminant hepatitis had low HAV 
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levels in blood in spite of hepatocyte necrosis. This finding is in agreement with 
Sainokami et al.34, who found that ALT levels and virus load were significantly 
correlated in patients with mild HAV-related symptoms, but not in those with 
severe symptoms. In contrast to the position in vivo, wild-type HAV can 
persistently infect human cell-lines without causing observable 
cytopathogenicity37. Cytotoxic peripheral blood lymphocytes taken from HAV 
patients have been shown to induce cytolysis in HAV-infected cell cultures, 
whereas lymphocytes from non-infected persons did not have this effect36,38. 
Accordingly, one would expect immunocompromised persons to have 
persistent HAV infection. Reportedly, immunocompromised HIV-infected 
persons are HAV-viraemic for a longer period than expected4,26, and one study 
found that they show less elevated ALT levels and are longer viraemic than 
HIV-negative patients26. Another study found that neonates still excreted HAV 
4-5 months after infection39. Hence, our finding that the virus load in blood is 
associated positively with liver damage supports the notion that HAV clearance 
in hepatocytes is immuno-modulated.  
On the other hand, increased disease severity may be associated with viral 
factors, such as genotype and nucleotide changes in, for example, the 5’-non-
translated-region of the virus40. No indication was found in this study that 
genotype influenced duration of jaundice or HAV excretion, nor did other 
studies looking for an association between HAV genotype and disease 
severity9,21,41. The findings show that HAV faecal excretion is high in the first 
month of illness, suggesting that patients may be infectious for a longer period 
than currently assumed. Furthermore, HAV patients can be viraemic for up to 
two months, which has to be taken into account by blood banks. Finally, a 
positive association was found between ALT and viraemia levels during the first 
ten days of illness. 
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General discussion 

Genetic analysis 
In 1992, Robertson et al. grouped 152 HAV strains from all over the world into 
seven HAV genotypes on the basis of criteria applied to compare poliovirus 
sequences1,2. Genotypes 1, 2, 3, and 7 include human strains, while genotypes 
4, 5, and 6 are comprised of unique strains isolated from simians (two 
Macaques and an African green monkey). This important work was used as a 
basis for the molecular epidemiological studies in this thesis, and has proven to 
be very useful in determining virus transmission routes.  
Recently, Costa-Mattioli et al.3 performed sequence analysis on the complete 
VP1 region (900 nucleotides) of 86 strains isolated worldwide, and found that 
five HAV genotypes can be discerned: Genotypes 1, 2 and 3 include human 
strains, and genotypes 4 and 5 consist of strains found among simians. The 
single strains representing genotypes 2, 3B and 6 in the study by Robertson et 
al.2 were excluded from the analysis, because no full-length VP1 sequences 
were available at that time.  
The complete VP1 region was chosen for analysis for several reasons: Recent 
molecular evolution studies show that analysis of full-length VP1 sequences is 
necessary to properly characterize human and simian picornaviruses4-10. 
Furthermore, the VP1 protein contains major immuno-dominant sites11,12, and 
although only one human HAV serotype is detected, other studies showed that 
VP1 sequences of enteroviruses correlate to some extent with serotype7-10,13,14. 
Thus, HAV VP1 sequences may be used for antigenic typing.  
Full-length analysis of the VP1 region of strain Uru-3 by Costa-Mattioli et al. 
revealed a 45 nucleotide deletion, containing three amino acids which may 
induce an escape response, but may also result in defective virus3.  
The group also showed that analysing the complete VP1 region greatly 
improves insight in the genetic variability of HAV compared to analysis of the 
short 168 nucleotides sequences: Genotypes 2 and 7 are now considered to be 
subtypes of genotype 23,15; strain 9F94 was found to be a recombinant of 
putative parent strains MBB (sub-genotype 1B) and SLF88 (sub-genotype 
2B)16.  
One of the strains isolated during our study, Brab13, showed 97% sequence 
similarity with the CF-53/Berne strain (sub-genotype 2A) at the VP1-P2a 
region, and 90% with SLF88 (sub-genotype 2B) at the VP3-VP1 region 
(Chapter 3). This is the third strain found, world-wide, clustering in genotype 2. 
Analysis of the complete VP1 region will clarify if this strain should be classified 
in either sub-genotype 2A or 2B.  
Although HAV is an RNA virus and its polymerase has no proof-reading 
function, HAV sequences appear quite resistant to change: HAV isolated 106 
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days after disease onset from an HIV infected patient differed only one 
nucleotide (1/168 nucleotides) at the VP1-P2a region from the virus detected at 
disease onset17. In our studies, we sequenced parts of the VP1-P2a and the 
VP3-VP1 regions. Sequences from persons involved in the same outbreak 
were identical, as was the case with strains from contacts and index cases. 
Thus, analysis of shorter sequences is very helpful in determining transmission 
routes during same-source outbreaks. However, analysis of longer sequences 
can facilitate comparison of sequence variants that arise over time, and may 
improve insight in how HAV sequences change during prolonged transmission.  

Molecular epidemiology  
Previous epidemiological studies on HAV in the Netherlands reported 
travellers, especially children originating from HAV endemic countries such as 
Morocco and Turkey, as the main source of HAV import18,19. The second risk 
group reported are MSM, where transmission mainly occurs through 
anonymous sex contacts20,21.  
Because transmission routes are difficult to clarify with standard 
epidemiological techniques, we combined molecular techniques with 
epidemiological data from patients with acute hepatitis A. Using molecular 
epidemiology we were able to study viral transmission in the Dutch community.  
Our study results corroborate the findings of the earlier epidemiological studies 
on HAV in the Netherlands19,22. Travel-related HAV strains showed more 
genetic variability than strains found among MSM. Genotypes 1A, 1B and 3A 
were found among travellers, whereas only genotype 1A circulated among 
MSM (Chapters 2-4). Furthermore, we found that travel-related strains were 
mainly introduced by Moroccan children. And although these strains are 
regularly introduced in the Dutch population each year, spread is limited 
because of prompt intervention measures such as contact tracing, giving 
hygienic advise and offering active immunisation  (Chapters 2-4). Also, the fact 
that different strains circulate among travellers and MSM indicates that virus 
transmission between the two groups rarely occurs. 
HAV appears to be endemic among MSM in The Netherlands, since strain 
MSM-1 was found during the whole four-year period of our study, and MSM-2 
was found for more than one year. As the study progressed, we detected that 
variants of these two strains co-circulated with the original strains among MSM. 
These variants differed only a few nucleotides from the original strains. But 
more differences may be found if the complete VP1 region was sequenced. 
Variants of MSM-1, MSM-2, MSM-3 and MSM-4 were also found in other 
W-European countries during outbreaks among MSM23, indicating that HAV is 
probably endemic among MSM in W-Europe.  
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HAV database 
Molecular epidemiology is a powerful tool for tracing viral transmission through 
the community and provides evidence for contact tracing. It helps in 
determining which groups should be targeted for vaccination. Since general 
vaccination is financially not feasible in a low-endemic country, determining 
which groups should be targeted for vaccination with molecular epidemiology 
can help to make a more cost-effective plan. Furthermore, molecular 
epidemiology can help in evaluating the effectiveness of vaccination strategies 
as was implemented in the DU outbreak of 2004 (Chapter 5). Also, as more 
and more countries are performing sequence analysis on samples from HAV 
patients, sequences can be compared world-wide. Setting up a sequence 
database can help to uncover outbreak sources that would otherwise remain 
elusive. An example of such a database is that of the European research 
network for foodborne outbreaks (project QLRT 00594)24. In this project, 
molecular and epidemiological data on HAV and Noroviruses are collected to 
identify international common source outbreaks as early as possible. Tracing of 
HAV can be hindered by the incubation period, which can be long (10-50 days). 
With the European database, we were able to trace the HAV source of Dutch 
travellers to a hotel in Hurghada, Egypt in 2004. Colleagues in Germany found 
the same strain in travellers who had stayed in Hurghada in the same period, 
and thus were also involved in the outbreak.  
Strain MSM-2 was found throughout our study among homosexual men in The 
Netherlands and also circulates in other W-European countries among MSM. 
Four months before the strain was found in our study it was detected in 
Germany, from tourists returning to Ibiza, Spain. But no information was 
available on their sexual preference or sexual risk behaviour. Thus, the 
database could also be used to track HAV outbreaks with other sources than 
food or water by adding questions on other risk behaviours, such as 
anonymous homosexual sex or drug abuse.  

Longitudinal study 

Duration of infectiousness 
In our longitudinal study we detected HAV RNA in faeces for a median period 
of 81 days after disease onset (Chapter 6). Furthermore, high levels of virus 
were still excreted 36 days after onset of illness by 50% of the patients. Based 
on clinical observations, hepatitis A patients are currently considered infectious 
two weeks before disease onset until two weeks after. So the question is: Are 
these HAV RNA positive participants still infectious?  
Polish et al. reported successful infections of two tamarins through inoculation 
with a suspension of faeces donated 27 days after the ALT peak of a hepatitis 
A patient25. Other studies report transmission by children, who were infectious 
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for longer periods than currently assumed: During an outbreak in a neonatal 
intensive care unit, infants were found shedding virus 4-5 months post-
exposure26; An adoptive father acquired HAV from his son two months after the 
adoption27. Routine tests at the time of adoption had shown that the child was 
negative for antibodies against HAV, HBV and HCV. Other sources are 
improbable, since the father was the only HAV case reported in that period. 
Hepatitis A patients, especially children, may show clinical relapse 1-3 months 
after recovery28,29. These patients become viraemic again during the relapse 
period30, and can shed virus in faeces29.  
Although these examples of prolonged infectiousness only concern children 
and were not confirmed in our longitudinal study, one has to take into account 
that children are important transmitters of the disease31. This, together with our 
findings, indicates that considering patients infectious until two weeks after 
disease onset may be too short. A safer estimate would be to consider patients 
infectious until 6 weeks after disease onset.  

HAV viraemia 
In the Netherlands, donated blood is not tested for the presence of HAV, 
because transfusion-associated hepatitis A is such a rare event. Nevertheless, 
there have been several reports on HAV outbreaks in other countries due to 
contaminated blood products26,32-37. To prevent contamination of blood 
products in the Netherlands, HAV patients are excluded from donating blood 
for four weeks after clinical symptoms are resolved, or six weeks in case of 
contact with a HAV patient. Our longitudinal study suggests that this period is a 
safe estimate, since our participants were no longer viraemic by the end of the 
4-6 weeks exclusion period (Chapter 6). However, other studies report longer 
viraemic periods, varying from 22 days up to 490 days30,39-42. Also, blood 
donors without any symptoms and those with relapsing disease or prolonged 
viraemia must be taken into account. Therefore, a safer exclusion period would 
be three months after recovery. 

Targeted HAV vaccination 
Because the Netherlands is a low endemic country for HAV, vaccination 
targeted at risk groups is the most effective strategy. To study the cost-
effectiveness of different vaccination strategies, reliable information on 
transmission routes is needed43. This information is difficult to obtain with 
standard epidemiological techniques. But with molecular epidemiology we are 
able to compare HAV sequences, and in this way determine transmission 
routes and quantification of spread from risk groups to the general population.  
The current Dutch policy offers inactivated HAV vaccine to control outbreaks. 
Cost-effectiveness can be improved by offering combined HAV/HBV vaccine 
against HAV and hepatitis B virus (HBV) to groups that are at increased risk for 
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HBV and HAV, such as MSM, and DU as part of the national hepatitis B 
vaccination program. Since August 2002, a combined HAV/HBV vaccine was 
registered for children aged between 1-16 years44. Coverage among migrant 
children from HAV endemic countries can be increased by giving combined 
HAV/HBV vaccine as part of the national vaccination program (Rijksvaccinatie 
programma). This could be cost-effective, as costs for vaccination campaigns 
targeting migrant children before the holidays become obsolete, and in the long 
run, interventions at schools and day-care centres would no longer be 
necessary44. 

Travellers 
In Amsterdam, HAV vaccine is routinely offered to children originating from 
HAV endemic countries since 199844. Evaluation of vaccination policy over the 
period 1992-2004 showed that vaccination targeted at this risk group works: 
HAV transmission has decreased in migrant children as well as in schools and 
in the group with unknown source. This is corroborated by the results from our 
cluster analysis study on travel-related strains from Amsterdam patients 
reported from 2001-2004 (Chapter 4). We found that clusters of travel-related 
strains are introduced regularly in the Dutch population after summer holidays, 
but they remain small. Thus, we did not find a decrease in introductions of 
travel-related strains. The relatively short period (2001-2004) during which we 
were able to collect strains, can make it difficult to detect changes in the 
number of introductions.  

MSM 
Since November 2002, HAV vaccine is routinely offered to MSM at a reduced 
price, as part of the nationwide hepatitis B vaccination campaign. Neither 
cluster analysis, nor evaluation of this strategy in the Amsterdam MSM 
population showed that this policy had a significant impact44. This may be due 
to the recent introduction of this strategy, and more time could be needed 
before positive effects can be noticed. Also, vaccination coverage may not be 
sufficient to prevent further transmission.  
Another possible expalanation is the increase in sexual risk behaviour among 
MSM, which has led to an increase in the STD incidence in this group45. 
Corroboration for this explanation may be found if the number of reported HAV 
cases among MSM increases/decreases together with the number of reported 
STD in this group.  

Drug users 
Between 1994-2004, only 16 cases were reported among drug users (DU) in 
The Netherlands46, which is in contrast to the numbers reported in other 
countries2,47-52. In 2004, the first HAV outbreak among homeless DU since 
1993 occurred in Rotterdam (Chapter 5). The outbreak strain belonged to 
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genotype 3A, which is a rare genotype in The Netherlands. By comparing the 
DU outbreak strain with those in our database, we were able to determine that 
the strain was not detected before or after the outbreak. Thus, although we 
were not able to determine the source of the outbreak, we could conclude that 
the mass vaccination strategy was effective in stopping the outbreak.  
Sequence comparison with the strains involved in DU outbreaks in other low-
endemic countries showed that strains of genotypes 1A, 1B and 3A were all 
found during DU outbreaks47-52, indicating that the DU outbreaks had different 
sources. Although genotypes 1A and 1B are more prevalent in Europe, 
genotype 3A strains were often involved in DU outbreaks. One hypothesis 
suggests that rectally smuggled drugs got contaminated with faeces. Several 
groups tested confiscated heroin and amphetamine for the presence of HAV, 
but no virus has been found yet47,50. But HAV could also have been introduced 
during any of the drug production steps. Examples can be found in reports of 
foodborne outbreaks24,53-58: HAV contaminated water or human faeces could be 
used during the agricultural process, and since HAV is very resistent to heat 
and low pH, the virus may not be neutralized during further chemical 
processing for drug production. 
Young drug users in Amsterdam (YODAM) had an IgG anti-HAV 
seroprevalence that mirrored the prevalence in the general Dutch population 
(Chapter 5). That is, HAV susceptibility depended on their ethnic background. 
These results indicate that DU may now be as susceptible to HAV as the 
general population. Because of the low endemicity in The Netherlands, they 
are not exposed to the virus, in spite of the often unhygienic circumstances in 
which they live. Similar results were found during a study among DU in the 
north–eastern region of Italy, where HAV endemicity is low. Seroprevalence of 
Anti-HAV antibodies among these DU were similar to those of the general 
population in that region59. Thus, outbreaks among DU can happen again. 
Because alcoholism, and co-infection with HBV, HCV and HIV are frequent 
among DU, they have an increased chance of morbidity and mortality upon 
infection with HAV50,60. Preventive measures are difficult to implement in this 
group, because of their wandering lifestyle and the poor hygienic 
circumstances in which they often live. Nevertheless, additional outreach 
measures, such as offering the vaccine at methadone clinics, could improve 
coverage61. Currently, DU are offered hepatitis B vaccine as part of the national 
hepatitis B vaccination program61,62. By offering combined HAV/HBV vaccine 
instead of the standard HBV vaccine, compliant drug users would be protected 
against two diseases with the same effort. 
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Summary 

After the introductory chapter 1, in which I give a brief overview of the 
virological, clinical, and epidemiological characteristics of hepatitis A, we 
describe in chapter 2 the study on the molecular epidemiology of hepatitis A in 
Amsterdam (2000-2002). We found that there are two main risk groups: 
Travellers and men who have sex with men (MSM). Most travel-related patients 
were children originating from HAV endemic countries, mainly Morocco and 
Turkey, who had visited their families in their country of origin prior to their 
illness. No drug users were reported with HAV in this period, although their 
often poor socio-economic status puts them at increased risk.   
Three different genotypes were found circulating in Amsterdam, namely 
genotypes 1A, 1B, and 3A. All three genotypes were found among travellers. 
But the majority of travel-related strains belonged to genotype 1B, and were 
mainly isolated from Moroccan children, while travellers to Pakistan or India 
were solely infected with genotype 3A strains. 
The majority of MSM reported to have had anonymous oral-anal sex contacts 
in saunas and darkrooms before falling ill, and only genotype 1A circulated in 
this group. Furthermore, two specific strains named MSM-1 and MSM-2 
circulated throughout the study period among MSM, indicating prolonged 
endemic transmission. None of the strains found among travellers was 
detected in the MSM population, and vice versa, indicating that virus 
transmission between the two groups rarely occurs. 
 
In chapter 3 we studied the HAV genotype distribution in the more rural area of 
Noord-Brabant, and compared it with Amsterdam. In general, relations between 
risk groups and HAV genotypes were similar to those in Amsterdam: All but 
one of the children who had travelled to Morocco or Turkey were infected with 
genotype 1B; the single patient infected with genotype 3A was of Pakistani 
origin, and all MSM were infected with genotype 1A strains.  
Furthermore, we found that travel-related strains that were introduced in 
Amsterdam from Morocco or Turkey were also introduced in Noord-Brabant by 
children who had travelled to these countries. This demonstrates repeated 
introduction of HAV strains from these HAV endemic countries.  
During the study we isolated the single genotype 2 strain found in The 
Netherlands, and the third found worldwide from a patient who got infected in 
Spain, while visiting a hippie community. Although 50 other visitors also 
became jaundiced, only one isolate from the outbreak was PCR positive. This 
was a genotype 1B strain, indicating multiple sources.  
In Amsterdam, strain MSM-2 was found mainly among MSM, and this was also 
the case in Noord-Brabant. Strain MSM-4 was isolated from samples of a 
father and his two children, who believed they got infected during a school 
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outbreak in 2001. The father also suffered from meningitis, possibly as a 
consequence of the HAV infection. Unfortunately, these were the only strains 
acquired from this outbreak.  
In 2002 there was an outbreak at a day-care centre. All adults showed 
symptoms, whereas most infected children showed no symptoms. All were 
infected with identical genotype 1B strains.  
 
In chapter 4 we used the cluster analysis method of Plotkin et al. to investigate 
the patterns of introduction and transmission of HAV in the two main risk 
groups in Amsterdam. This was done by dividing HAV sequences from 
Amsterdam patients into two groups according to risk group: (I) travellers and 
their contacts, (II) MSM and their contacts. The sequences in each risk group 
were then grouped into clusters based on the genetic distances between the 
sequences. 
We found that travellers regularly import new HAV strains into Amsterdam, and 
that these strains are limited in the extent and season of their spread. In 
contrast, HAV is only occasionally imported into the MSM population, but 
remains endemic and spreads to a large number of individuals without 
seasonal pattern.  
 
Chapter 5a describes an outbreak among homeless drug users in Rotterdam, 
and the measures taken to prevent further spread. We monitored the results of 
these measures with molecular and epidemiological techniques, and found that 
homeless cases involved in this outbreak were infected with a unique subtype 
3a strain. Furthermore, there was almost no spill over to the general 
population, and the outbreak strain was not detected before or after the 
homeless-outbreak in the Netherlands, indicating that the vaccination strategy 
was successful.  
 
Chapter 5b describes the study in which we determined the risk factors for 
hepatitis A infection among young drug users in Amsterdam. For this purpose, 
we determined the prevalence of anti-HAV antibodies among participants of the 
Young Drug User Cohort of Amsterdam.  
The overall prevalence in the cohort was 26%. Moroccan drug users had the 
highest seroprevalence (85%), and a 41-fold higher odds of having anti-HAV 
antibodies than indigenous participants. Among other migrant groups, including 
Surinamese and Antillean drug users, seroprevalences were also higher than 
among indigenous drug users. Injecting drug use, age and being homeless 
were not associated with HAV infection. We found no indication of parenteral 
transmission of HAV. Our findings suggest that HAV seroprevalences among 
young drug users in Amsterdam mirror the background prevalences in their 
country of origin.  
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Chapter 6 describes the results of a longitudinal study in which we collected 
clinical data, blood and faeces from 27 acute hepatitis A patients for a 
maximum period of 26 weeks. In addition, data from 55 other HAV patients 
were analysed. Our aim was to study the duration and level of HAV excretion in 
relation to the degree of liver damage, disease severity, and HAV genotype.  
We found that HAV is excreted in faeces for a median period of 81 days after 
disease onset, with 50% of patients still excreting high levels at day 36. This 
indicates that patients may be infectious for a longer period than currently 
assumed. Viraemia was detected, but not quantifiable, for a median period of 
42 days. In the first ten days of illness, lower levels of liver damage were 
correlated with lower viraemia levels. We found no significant difference 
between patients infected with different HAV genotypes in duration of HAV 
excretion or jaundice.  
 
Finally, in chapter 7 we discuss the main findings of our studies, which show 
that molecular typing is a powerful tool to obtain better insight in the 
epidemiology of hepatitis A and to evaluate intervention measures.  
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Samenvatting 

In hoofdstuk 1 geef ik een korte inleiding over de klinische symptomen, de 
virologie en epidemiologie van hepatitis A.  
Het hepatitis A virus (HAV) verspreidt zich via ontlasting. Door het eten van 
besmet voedsel of via besmette handen -bijvoorbeeld op vuile toiletten- kan het 
virus in de mond terecht komen. Eénmaal in het lichaam, vermenigvuldigt het 
virus zich in de lever wat acute leverontsteking en dus geelzucht kan 
veroorzaken. Wanneer men de ziekte eenmaal heeft doorgemaakt is men 
daarna levenslang immuun.  
In Nederland komt hepatitis A nog maar weinig voor dankzij de goede hygiëne 
en de hoge levensstandaard. Door de lage incidentie is een groot deel van de 
bevolking op latere leeftijd nog gevoelig voor een hepatitis A infectie en is de 
kans op uitbraken en besmetting op latere leeftijd groot. 
In Nederland wordt hepatitis A vooral gezien als een import ziekte. Hiermee 
wordt bedoeld dat mensen die op reis gaan naar landen waar hepatitis A veel 
voorkomt (endemisch is) de ziekte daar kunnen oplopen. Terug in Nederland 
kunnen deze mensen op hun beurt het virus verder verspreiden. Deze stelling 
wordt ondersteund doordat de maandelijkse incidentie ieder jaar een 
seizoensgebonden patroon vertoont: na de zomervakantie is er een piek in het 
aantal ziektegevallen onder kinderen van Marokkaanse en Turkse afkomst die 
naar het land van oorsprong, waar HAV endemisch is, zijn geweest. Deze 
wordt  gevolgd door een tweede piek bestaande uit kinderen van dezelfde 
etnische achtergrond die zelf niet hebben gereisd. Vervolgens is er een derde 
piek met kinderen en volwassenen van overwegend Nederlands afkomst.  
Homoseksuele mannen lopen, na de groep mensen die hepatitis A in het 
buitenland oploopt, het hoogste risico op besmetting. Ziektegevallen in deze 
groep komen het hele jaar door voor en vertonen geen seizoensgebonden 
patroon. De vraag is of er ook uitwisseling van virus plaatsvindt tussen deze 
twee groepen en of de homoseksuelen mogelijk een bron zijn van HAV in 
Nederland. 
 
De resultaten van de studie die is opgezet om deze vragen te beantwoorden 
zijn omschreven in hoofdstuk 2. We vonden dat er in Amsterdam twee 
belangrijke risicogroepen zijn: mensen die gereisd hebben naar landen waar 
hepatitis A endemisch is en homoseksuele mannen (Mannen die seks hebben 
met mannen (MSM)). De meeste gevallen onder reizigers waren kinderen van 
vooral Marokkaanse of Turkse oorsprong die voor hun ziekte op familie bezoek 
zijn geweest in deze landen. Opvallend was dat er in de studieperiode geen 
gevallen onder druggebruikers zijn gerapporteerd, terwijl ze een verhoogd 
risico lopen vanwege hun vaak zwakke sociaal-economische positie.  
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Bij reizigers zijn virus stammen van alledrie genotypen gevonden, maar 
meestal betrof het genotype 1B stammen die Marokkaanse kindjes in Marokko 
hadden opgelopen. Genotype 3A werd vooral gevonden bij reizigers die 
Pakistan of India hadden bezocht.  
De meeste MSM noemden anonieme oraal-anale sekscontacten in sauna’s en 
darkrooms als mogelijke besmettingsbron. In deze groep werden alleen virus 
stammen behorende tot genotype 1A gevonden. Twee stammen genaamd 
MSM-1 en MSM-2 werden gedurende de hele studieperiode gevonden bij MSM 
en hun contacten. Dit geeft aan dat er sprake is van langdurige endemische 
HAV transmissie in deze groep. Virusstammen die  onder reizigers 
circuleerden werden niet gevonden bij homoseksuele mannen en omgekeerd. 
Dit geeft aan dat er weinig transmissie plaatsvindt tussen deze twee groepen.  
 
In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we gekeken of de virusstammen die in Amsterdam zijn 
gevonden ook voorkomen in Noord-Brabant. Dit bleek inderdaad het geval: 
bijna alle kinderen die gereisd hadden naar Marokko of Turkije waren 
geïnfecteerd met een genotype 1B stam; de enige persoon die met een 
genotype 3A stam was besmet was van Pakistaanse afkomst, en alle MSM 
waren met genotype 1A virusstammen geïnfecteerd. Verder bleek dat er 
regelmatig stammen uit Marokko en Turkije werden geïntroduceerd in zowel 
Amsterdam als Noord-Brabant.  
 
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we met behulp van de cluster analyse methode van 
Plotkin et al. de introductie- en verspreidingspatronen van HAV bestudeerd bij 
de twee belangrijkste risicogroepen in Amsterdam: de sequenties van de 
gevonden virusstammen werden ingedeeld naar risicogroep: (I) Reizigers en 
hun contacten en (II) MSM en hun contacten. Vervolgens werden ze op basis 
van de genetische afstand ingedeeld in clusters.  
We vonden dat reizigers regelmatig HAV stammen introduceren in  Amsterdam 
en dat verdere verspreiding van het virus naar andere personen beperkt is. 
Ook is introductie en verspreiding seizoensgebonden, namelijk na de 
zomervakantie. 
HAV wordt in de MSM populatie slechts af en toe geïntroduceerd, maar het 
virus verspreidt zich vervolgens naar een groot aantal personen gedurende het 
hele jaar.  
 
In hoofdstuk 5a omschrijven we een uitbraak onder dakloze druggebruikers in 
Rotterdam, en de maatregelen die genomen zijn om verdere virus verspreiding 
te voorkomen. Met behulp van moleculaire en epidemiologische technieken 
vonden we dat de personen die bij de uitbraak betrokken waren geïnfecteerd 
waren met een unieke stam behorende tot genotype 3A. Er was weinig virus 
verspreiding naar de rest van de Rotterdamse bevolking en de virusstam is ook 
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na de uitbraak niet meer gevonden. Dit geeft aan dat de genomen maatregelen 
de uitbraak succesvol hebben gestopt.  
 
In hoofdstuk 5b hebben we gekeken wat de risicofactoren zijn voor HAV bij 
jonge Amsterdamse druggebruikers die deelnemen aan het jonge 
druggebruikers cohort van Amsterdam (JODAM). Het bleek dat 26% van de 
deelnemers antistoffen had tegen HAV: Marokkaanse druggebruikers hadden 
41 keer meer kans dan autochtone Nederlanders om ooit de infectie te hebben 
doorgemaakt. Ook had 85% van de Marokkanen antistoffen tegen het virus. 
Andere migrantengroepen zoals Surinamers en Antillianen hadden ook een 
hogere seroprevalentie dan autochtonen. Injecterend druggebruik, leeftijd en 
wel of niet dakloos zijn waren geen van alle geassocieerd met HAV infectie.  
 
In hoofdstuk 6 omschrijven we de resultaten van een longitudinale studie. 
Gedurende maximaal 26 weken werd er bloed en ontlasting verzameld van 27 
patiënten met acute hepatitis A. Daarnaast werden de gegevens van 55 HAV 
patiënten meegenomen in de analyses. Het doel van de studie was om te 
bestuderen hoelang en hoeveel virus werd uitgescheiden. Ook wilden we 
weten of er een relatie was met de mate van leverschade, de ernst van de 
symptomen en het genotype van de virusstam waarmee de patiënt was 
besmet.  
We vonden dat HAV gedurende een mediane periode van 81 dagen na begin 
van de symptomen in de ontlasting wordt uitgescheiden. De helft van de 
deelnemers scheidde nog steeds hoge aantallen virus uit op dag 36. Dit geeft 
aan dat mensen mogelijk gedurende een langere tijd besmettelijk zijn dan 
momenteel wordt aangenomen.  
In bloed werd het virus gedurende een mediane periode van 42 dagen 
gedetecteerd. Alleen in de eerste 10 ziektedagen vonden we een positief 
verband tussen de mate van leverschade en de hoogte van virusuitscheiding in 
bloed. We vonden niet dat patiënten die met een bepaald genotype 
geïnfecteerd waren langer geelzucht hadden of langer virus uitscheidden.  
 
Tenslotte worden de belangrijkste bevindingen van onze studies besproken in 
hoofdstuk 7. Deze laten zien dat moleculaire typering het inzicht in de 
epidemiologie van hepatitis A vergroot en een belangrijk hulpmiddel is om 
interventiemaatregelen te evalueren.  
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